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How to Make the Best Use 
of This Teaching Guide

Leading a class in studying the Bible is a sacred trust. This Teaching Guide 
has been prepared to help you as you give your best to this important task. 

In each lesson, you will find first “Bible Comments” for teachers, to 
aid you in your study and preparation. The three sections of “Bible Com-
ments” are “Understanding the Context,” “Interpreting the Scriptures,” and 
“Focusing on the Meaning.” “Understanding the Context” provides a sum-
mary overview of the entire background passage that also sets the passage 
in the context of the Bible book being studied. “Interpreting the Scriptures” 
provides verse-by-verse comments on the focal passage. “Focusing on the 
Meaning” offers help with the meaning and application of the focal text.

The second main part of each lesson is “Teaching Plans.” You’ll find two 
complete teaching plans in this section. The first is called the “Discovery 
Plan,” which emphasizes discovery learning techniques; and the second is 
called the “Discussion Plan,” which provides questions and suggestions for 
dialogue about the Scriptures. Choose the plan that best fits your class and 
your style of teaching. You may also use and adapt ideas from both. Each 
plan is intended to be practical, helpful, and immediately useful as you pre-
pare to teach. 

The major headings in each teaching plan are intended to help you 
sequence how you teach to follow the flow of how people tend to learn. 
The first major heading, “Connect With Life,” provides ideas that will help 
you begin the class session where your class is and draw your class into the 
study. The second major heading, “Guide Bible Study,” offers suggestions 
for helping your class engage the Scriptures actively and develop a greater 
understanding of this portion of the Bible’s message. The third major head-
ing, “Encourage Application,” is meant to help participants focus on how to 
respond with their lives to this message. 
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As you begin the study with your class, be sure to find a way to help your 
class know the date on which each lesson will be studied. You might use one 
or more of the following methods: 

• In the first session of the study, brief ly overview the study by 
identifying for your class the date on which each lesson will be studied. 
Lead your class to write the date in the table of contents in their Study 
Guides and on the first page of each lesson. 

• Make and post a chart that indicates the date on which each lesson 
will be studied.

• If all of your class has e-mail, send them an e-mail with the dates the 
lessons will be studied. 

• Provide a bookmark with the lesson dates. You may want to include 
information about your church and then use the bookmark as an 
outreach tool, too. A model for a bookmark can be downloaded from 
www.baptistwaypress.org under the “Teacher Helps” tab.

• Develop a sticker with the lesson dates, and place it on the table of 
contents or on the back cover. 

Here are some steps you can take to help you prepare well to teach each 
lesson and save time in doing so:

1. Start early in the week before your class meets.

2. If your church’s adult Bible study teachers meet for lesson overview and 
preparation, plan to participate. If your church’s adult Bible study teach-
ers don’t have this planning time now, look for ways to begin. You, your 
fellow teachers, and your church will benefit from this mutual encour-
agement and preparation.

3. Overview the study in the Study Guide. Look at the table of contents and 
see where this lesson fits in the overall study. Then read or review the 
study introduction to the book that is being studied. 

4. Consider carefully the suggested Main Idea, Question to Explore, and 
Teaching Aim. These can help you discover the main thrust of this par-
ticular lesson.

5. Use your Bible to read and consider prayerfully the Scripture passages 
for the lesson. Using your Bible in your study and in the class session 
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can provide a positive model to class members to use their own Bibles 
and give more attention to Bible study themselves. (Each writer of the 
Bible comments in both the Teaching Guide and the Study Guide has 
chosen a favorite translation. You’re free to use the Bible translation you 
prefer and compare it with the translations chosen, of course.)

6. After reading all the Scripture passages in your Bible, then read the 
Bible comments in the Study Guide. The Bible comments are intended 
to be an aid to your study of the Bible. Read also the small articles—
”sidebars”—in each lesson. They are intended to provide additional, 
enrichment information and inspiration and to encourage thought and 
application. Try to answer for yourself the questions included in each 
lesson. They’re intended to encourage further thought and application, 
and you can also use them in the class session itself. Continue your Bible 
study with the aid of the Bible comments included in this Teaching Guide.

7. Review the “Teaching Plans” in this Teaching Guide. Consider how these 
suggestions would help you teach this Bible passage in your class to 
accomplish the teaching aim.

8. Consider prayerfully the needs of your class and think about how to 
teach so you can help your class learn best.

9. Develop and follow a lesson plan based on the suggestions in this 
Teaching Guide, with alterations as needed for your class.

10. Enjoy leading your class in discovering the meaning of the Scripture 
passages and in applying these passages to their lives.

Premium Commentary. Plan to get the additional Bible study comments 
available online. Visit our website, call 1–866–249–1799, or e-mail baptist-
way@texasbaptists.org to order the Premium Commentary. It is available only 
in electronic format (PDF) from our website. The price of these comments 
is $5 per person. A church or class that participates in our advance order 
program for free shipping can receive the Premium Commentary free. Call 
1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistwaypress.org for information on par-
ticipating in our free shipping program for the next study.
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Premium Teaching Plans. An additional teaching plan is also available in 
electronic format (PDF) by visiting our website or calling 1–866–249–1799. 
The price of these plans for an entire study is $5 per person. It is available 
only in electronic format (PDF) from our website. A church or class that 
participates in our advance order program for free shipping can receive the 
Premium Teaching Plans free. Call 1–866–249–1799 or see www.baptistway-
press.org for information on participating in our free shipping program for 
the next study.

FREE! Downloadable teaching resource items for use in your class are avail-
able at www.baptistwaypress.org. Watch for them in the “Teaching Plans” 
for each lesson. Then go online to www.baptistwaypress.org and click on 
“Teaching Resource Items” under the “Teacher Helps” tab for this study. 
These items are selected from the “Teaching Plans.” They are provided online 
to make lesson preparation easier for handouts and similar items. Permis-
sion is granted to download these teaching resource items, print them out, 
copy them as needed, and use them in your class.
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lesson 1

Focal Text

Philippians 1:1-11

Background

Ephesians 1:15-23

The Joy of 
Community

MAIN IDEA

Circumstances do not dictate the 
quality of joy we, as believers, have in 
Christ.

QUESTION TO EXPLORE

What is the difference between spiri-
tual fruit and religious activity?

TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that 
true Christian fellowship is much 
more than having their names on the 
church roll

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Acts 16:11ff records the remarkable experiences the apostle Paul and Silas 
had when they founded the church at Philippi. Their work began quietly when 
they arrived in the city and found a group of Jewish and God-fearing women 
gathered by a river to pray. It ended explosively with an earthquake and city 
officials begging Paul and Silas to leave!

Paul wrote this letter to the Philippians during a prison stay. We don’t 
know where or when it was. Many scholars suggest he was in Rome, while 
others contend, he was in Caesarea or Ephesus.

Paul experienced imprisonment while in Philippi. He and Silas were ar-
rested after being falsely accused of stirring up insurrection against Rome. 
The authorities had them stripped and severely flogged. Flogging was a se-
vere and painful punishment. Then they placed them in the innermost part 
of the prison and put their feet in stocks.

Their pain from their flogging wounds and discomfort from being in the 
stocks had to have been unbearable. Nonetheless, Paul and Silas sang hymns 
of praise to God late into the night. While they were singing, an earthquake 
struck. The Philippians would have remembered the way in which Paul was 
joyful despite his circumstances.

The apostle appears to have written this letter for at least two reasons, 
both of which are reflected in this lesson’s text. First, to encourage the Philip-
pians as they faced difficulties in serving Christ. Second, to address problems 
within their congregation. One of the greatest of these was conflict prompted 
by pride and overconfidence.

These concerns remain for us Christ followers today. We search for peace 
and joy, often finding them elusive. Furthermore, we sometimes struggle 
with our fellow Christ followers, feeling we are not getting the appreciation 
we deserve.

The apostle deals with these issues in our text. He said to those search-
ing for peace and joy that they find them in their relationships with God, 
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not their circumstances. He said to those who feel unappreciated that they 
should focus on showing Christ’s sacrificial love to others by serving them. 
By doing so they will find great joy.

Interpreting the Scriptures

Introduction (1:1-2)

1:1. In Paul’s time, people put their names at the beginning of their letters. 
This was a good arrangement because people could tell immediately who 
wrote the letter.

The two names at the beginning of this letter are Paul and Timothy. Most 
likely, Timothy was with Paul, but did not contribute content to the letter. 
Younger than Paul, Timothy was one of his closest and most trusted cowork-
ers. Timothy’s first appearance is in Acts 16:1ff. He joined Paul at Lystra and 
assisted him from that point onward in his missionary journey. The Philippi-
ans would have been familiar with Timothy because he was with Paul when 
the apostle planted the church in their city (Acts 16:12-13).

Paul identified himself and Timothy as “servants of Christ Jesus.” The 
word he used for “servant” literally means “slave.” It was a humble way to re-
fer to himself and showed the depth of his commitment to Christ. He served 
Christ, but beyond that he had bound himself deeply to Him. Christ owned 
him.

Paul addressed the letter to “all God’s holy people in Christ Jesus at 
Philippi.” The Greek text refers to them as the “saints” or “holy ones.” The 
root meaning of “holy” is to be set apart. God had set the Philippians apart 
for Himself through their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

“In Christ Jesus” is an important concept in Paul’s writings. Being in 
Christ was more than belonging to Him. It was to be enveloped by Him. It 
was also to be bound to Christ’s people, who themselves were in Him.

The apostle referred to two groups of church officers: overseers and 
deacons. The New Testament uses three words to describe authorities or 
leaders in the church: overseers (episcopos), deacons (diakonos), and elders 
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(presbuteros) (see 1 Timothy 3:2-7, 8-10; Acts 11:29-30). Though we have 
qualifications for deacons and overseers, we do not have job descriptions. 
For this reason, we do not know precisely how they functioned in the church. 
Many scholars feel “overseer” and “elder “describe the same office. They also 
think they were the same as the modern pastor. But this is far from certain.

1:2. This is a standard blessing in many of Paul’s letters. We must first expe-
rience grace if we’re to know peace with God. Peace is not merely the absence 
of conflict. It is also wholeness and reconciliation in our relationships with 
God and others through the Lord Jesus Christ.

“Jesus” referred to His identity as the earthly Jesus of Nazareth. “Christ” 
referred to His identity as the Messiah, God’s Anointed One sent to rule His 
kingdom. “Lord” referred to His authority to rule over God’s kingdom.

Thanksgiving (1:3-8)

1:3. Paul’s fond memories of the Philippians always evoked feelings of 
thanksgiving. He was grateful for all God had done through them.

1:4-6. This was the first time the term “with joy” appears in Philippians. Joy 
and unity are the two dominant themes of this letter.

Paul always prayed with joy for them because of their partnership in the 
gospel from the first day he came to be with them to the present. This joy 
encouraged him while he was suffering terribly in prison.

“Partnership” translates the Greek word koinonia, which refers to a close 
sharing in common. Acts 2:42 identifies it as one of the great qualities of the 
early church. The early church expressed this partnership tangibly by giving 
to each other according to their needs. The Philippians had done something 
similar for Paul by sending a gift to encourage him (Philippians 4:10ff).

Their partnership was in the gospel. Our word “gospel” comes from an 
old English term “God Spell.” A “spell” was a story, so a God Spell was a story 
about God. It was a story of good news. The Greek word translated “gospel” 
is euangelion, which is the root for our word “evangelism.” We do evangelism 
when we share with others the good news of Christ’s life, death, and resur-
rection.
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Paul was “confident” or “persuaded” that the God who began a good work 
in them would carry it on to completion until Christ returned. The New Tes-
tament speaks of salvation as a process. It says, “You were saved” (Romans 
8:24; 1 Peter 3:20), referring to our initial commitment to Christ in which we 
moved from death to life. It says, “You are being saved” (1 Corinthians 1:18; 
2 Corinthians 2:15), referring to God’s ongoing grace in our lives. Finally, it 
says, “You will be saved” (Romans 9:27; 1 Corinthians 3:15), referring to our 
final redemption on the day of judgment.

Salvation is a process of constant redemption and transformation.

1:7-8. Paul did not say exactly what was right for him to feel about the Phi-
lippians. But we assume it was related to his feelings of thankfulness, joy, and 
affection expressed in verses 7-8.

Later in this letter, we find that the Philippian church was experiencing 
internal conflict. By using the phrase “all of you” three times in these verses, 
the apostle may have wanted the members of that church to remember to 
hold each other in their hearts despite their differences.

Regardless of Paul’s circumstances, they shared God’s grace with him. 
This grace led them to minister to him while he was in prison, work with him 
as he defended and confirmed the gospel and suffer for its sake.

Prayer (1:9-11)

1:9. Paul used the word agape to describe the love they were to have for each 
other. Agape referred to self-sacrificial love. He prayed it would abound more 
and more among them, like a rising flood.

The apostle affirmed the Philippians had that love, but it needed to grow. 
Later in the letter, we find some of the main causes of conflict in the church 
were pride and self-centeredness. Agape love was the solution for their con-
flicts. The more they grew in love, the better they would be able to get along 
and fulfill their mission in Christ.

Paul wanted their love to grow in knowledge and depth of insight. 
“Knowledge” was more than factual knowledge. It was relational knowledge. 
He prayed their love would grow in experience and discernment.
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1:10-11. The Greek of verse 10 is ambiguous. It can mean “prove by testing 
things that differ” or “to distinguish the things that differ.” The term translat-
ed “prove” or “distinguish” was a verb used for assaying metals.

Paul prayed that self-sacrificial love would grow like a flood among them, 
giving them the ability to discern between the things that mattered and 
those that did not. This ability is critical to harmonious congregational life.

In addition to this, the apostle prayed they would be filled with the fruit 
of righteousness that comes from Jesus Christ. The noun for “fruit” is in a 
singular, collective tense. He didn’t identify that fruit, but we can assume it 
was similar to the fruit of the Holy Spirit mentioned in Galatians 5:22-23.

Ultimately, all was to the glory and praise of God. By mentioning this, 
Paul reminded them that everything was about God, not them.

Focusing on the Meaning

In this section of Philippians, we see not only Paul’s thanksgiving and prayer 
for the church at Philippi, but also his high view of all churches. This high 
view presents a great vision for what our churches should be.

The apostle was thankful for the partnership in the gospel he had with 
the Philippians. “Partnership in the gospel” is a great expression of the mis-
sion of the church. That mission is to work as one to live the life of Christ and 
share the good news of Christ with the world. Sadly, many Christ followers 
see church membership as something akin to club affiliation. As members, 
they see the church as a vendor of religious services. They receive ministry 
from the church in exchange for their financial gifts.

But Paul’s language about the church shows that this view is far from 
what God intends for His people. Church members are vital to their local 
body of Christ. As such, they work in partnership with each other and God to 
make disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ in the world.

In addition to this, the apostle spoke of following Christ as a process of 
growth. He said to the Philippians that He who began a good work in them 
would carry it on to completion until the time of Christ’s return. Later, he 
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described growth as a process of growing in agape love and in depth of under-
standing in communion with God and each other.

The ultimate product of this growth is the fruit of righteousness. This 
fruit is not mere religious activity. It is love, joy, peace, and the good works 
they produce. For this reason, the metric of our discipleship in Christ is not 
what happens on Sunday, but what happens on Monday through Saturday.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. As people enter, direct them to this question you’ve posted or writ-
ten—“Have you ever been prompted to write a thank you note to someone 
who had gone out of their way to do something for you? What prompted it? 
What did they do? And how did it make you feel?” (A copy of this assign-
ment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.
baptistwaypress.org.)
 Discuss with others as they enter. Once you’re ready to begin, ask for 
a few reports of what prompts people to write thank you notes.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Say, Today, as we look at Paul’s letter to the Philippians, let’s explore the 
tone of the thanksgiving/greeting he wrote to these believers. Read or have 
someone read Philippians 1:1-11.

 3. Ask, What are some words you would use to describe this greeting? (grate-
ful, loving, thankful, joyful, and more)

 4. What caused Paul to have these feelings toward this particular group of 
believers? (They went out of their way to minister to him, sending him 
gifts, and caring for him.)

 5. Where was Paul during the time he was writing this letter? (He was in 
prison.)

 6. Ask, What are some ways Paul could have responded to his imprisonment? 
If it were you, what type of feelings do you imagine you might be subject to? 
(fear; uncertainty; distress; anger; etc.)
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 7. Instead of these, let’s look at how Paul expresses his thoughts and feel-
ings in the first 11 verses of this chapter. As we have a volunteer read 
each verse, call out anything that is descriptive of how Paul was choos-
ing to feel. (e.g.—peace; thankful; sure; yearning; affection; love; joy; 
confidence; etc.) Write the answers you get on the board.

 8. Ask, In the midst of his imprisonment, what was it that gave Paul the abil-
ity to feel like this? (His joy was not dependent upon his circumstance. 
When imprisoned, he chose to focus on how this group brought him joy. 
He changed his focus, from his circumstances, to his faith in what God 
was doing and would do in his Philippian friends.)

 9. Ask your participants to do a word search on the word “joy,” found in 
verse 4. What are some ways other Scripture passages communicate 
that “joy” is independent of circumstance? Examples: Romans 12:12; 
James 1:2-4; Philippians 4:4, etc. (one place they can do a search like 
this is using the online topical Bible—http://www.openbible.info/top-
ics/joy. They might also utilize their concordance.

 10. Now, using the list of terms your group used to describe Paul’s feelings 
earlier, do a word search on each of those additional terms. (thankful; 
grateful; loving; etc.) Have groups work in teams of 2-3 to search sev-
eral of the terms you wrote down at www.openbible.info/topics. Have 
them look for ways Scripture describes these to be independent of cir-
cumstances. (Example: 1 Thessalonians 5:18—“Give thanks in all circum-
stances; for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus.”)

 11. From the introduction to Philippians in the Faith Life Study Bible, the 
authors write: “In Paul’s Letter to the Philippians, his writing overflows 
with joy and thankfulness, even though he is writing from prison. Paul…was 
encouraged by the believers’ concern for him and their faithfulness in living 
out the gospel. He teaches that the joy of the gospel should rule our lives, re-
gardless of circumstances.” https://bible.faithlife.com/books/esv/Php1.1
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Encourage Application

 12. Ask, What are some circumstances we often or recently find ourselves that 
make it hard to overflow with joy? Give members time to discuss with a 
neighbor and then call out some answers, which you can record on the 
board. (loss of a loved one; being isolated from family; sickness; etc.)

 13. Say, If we’re going to follow Paul’s example and the clear encouragement 
from Scripture, how can we find joy, even in the midst of these admittedly 
very challenging situations? With a neighbor or two, take a few minutes 
to discuss how we can be joyful “in all circumstances.”

 14. Ask participants to share some of the ways to be joyful.

 15. Say, This week, let’s determine to find joy in all circumstances, and share that 
joy and encouragement with others.

 16. Close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Ask your group as they arrive to be thinking about a time or experience 
that made it hard to feel joy. Once everyone has arrived, ask for reports. 
Say, Today, we’re going to see how Paul reminds us that joy is not dependent 
upon our circumstances.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Read or have someone read Philippians 1:1-11.

 3. As you read, ask the group to make notes of the kinds of feelings Paul 
expresses. (thankfulness; joy; assurance; etc.)

 4. Take a moment and remind the group where Paul was during the writ-
ing of this letter to the Philippians. From the Study Guide, read or have 
someone read—During his imprisonment, the Philippians would send Paul 
regular gifts to keep up his spirits. The significance of this cannot be under-
stated. In Roman times, associating with a prisoner was much the same as it 
is now—there was a social stigma attached to it. The Philippians, however, 
knew about Paul and his plight and did not care about the social implications: 
just the spiritual ones. This enriched and enlivened Paul and he crafted this 
letter in response.

 5. State, Because the believers at Philippi were so caring and close to Paul, they 
had developed a relationship with him that went beyond circumstances. They 
were determined to care for him regardless.

 6. Ask, What is it about how deeply Paul was moved to care for the Philippians 
that made it possible for him to focus on joy, even while imprisoned? (He 
knew their love for him was genuine, and they wouldn’t forsake him.)

 7. Ask, Are there times we need to be reminded that, even in the midst of ter-
rible circumstances, our God will never leave us nor forsake us? Though the 
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church at Philippi couldn’t change Paul’s imprisonment, they COULD 
care for him THROUGH it. That certainty made an impact on Paul’s abil-
ity to be thankful, joyful, assured, and confident in his letter to them.

 8. Ask, What are ways God has proven His absolute commitment to care for us 
and never abandon us? Can you find Scriptures where God promises these 
things? Give your group time to find an encouraging Scripture that re-
minds us of God’s constant care.

 9. Give members of your group some of the following Scriptures and ask 
them to report:

  •  1 Corinthians 10:13; 2 Timothy 2:13; 1 John 1:9; Psalm 91:1-16; Ex-
odus 34:6; Lamentations 3:23; Deuteronomy 7:9; 2 Thessalonians 3:3 
(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” 
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org).

 10. Ask for reports, and then ask, If God’s faithfulness reaches to the skies, if 
He will never leave us nor forsake us, then what can our response be when we 
face trials and tribulations? Go back to the list of things Paul expressed 
in his greeting. (From item #2 above). Ask your group if they are willing 
to focus on our faithful God the next time, they are in a challenging 
circumstance, and be willing to express these kinds of responses to God 
in that circumstance.

Encourage Application

 11. Go back to your original question to the group as they entered. Things 
that have made it hard for us to feel joy. Ask them to think of one of 
these circumstances, and take a few minutes discussing with a neighbor 
how they could find a way to experience real joy in a situation like that.

 12. Say, This week, let’s be determined to find joy “in all circumstances,” and to 
share that joy with others.

 13. Close with prayer.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

In our prior lesson, we saw that the apostle Paul wrote his letter to the Philip-
pians from prison. This was his most recent experience of suffering. In pas-
sages like 2 Corinthians 6:4-10; 11:23-29, he recounted his many other suf-
ferings. They included imprisonments, riots, floggings, shipwrecks, beatings, 
a near-fatal stoning, and more. His experiences would have been enough to 
cause many of us to give up and go home! But not Paul. He felt God working 
through all the suffering he experienced, and that made it worth it all.

Many of Paul’s sufferings came because of the efforts of Jews and Gen-
tiles outside the church. Sadly, some of his sufferings came from people within 
the church! These sufferings were different, in that they did not involve phys-
ical pain. Instead, they brought severe emotional pain in terms of fierce op-
position, envy, rivalry, gossip, and more. These internal opponents included 
people who believed Christ followers needed to continue to live by the Jewish 
law and those who wanted to advance false teachings about Christ. They also 
included people who had the same theology as Paul, but were simply jealous 
of him.

Opposition from within the church must have been especially difficult to 
bear. We expect opposition, insults, and hurt from people outside the church. 
But to experience such things from people inside the church can be intensely 
painful.

In today’s text, Paul teaches us by word and example how to deal with 
suffering caused by people inside and outside the church. He shows us that 
the crises of our lives can be times we can magnify Christ. They can also be 
times when we can spread God’s good news.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Paul’s Imprisonment Advanced the Gospel (1:12-14)

1:12. The literal translation of Paul’s words in this verse are, “The things that 
have happened to me have actually served to advance the gospel.” The phrase 
“the things that have happened to me” refers to his circumstances. His cir-
cumstances were difficult. He was “in chains.” Most likely, he was literally 
chained to a Roman soldier. He may have been in prison in Rome. The end 
of the book of Acts (28:30-31) says he stayed in his own rented house and 
welcomed visitors. Still, he was not free to come and go. Furthermore, a trial 
before Caesar awaited him. Even if he was not in literal chains, he was figura-
tively chained in that he was not free to go where he wanted.

Paul did not say God was responsible for his imprisonment nor did he say 
imprisonment itself was good. He preferred not to be in prison. Nonetheless, 
he had seen God use his confinement for good purposes (see Romans 8:28).

One would have expected that putting Paul into prison would have lim-
ited his work. But it had the opposite effect. Instead of limiting him, it had 
expanded his work and given him a new platform from which to proclaim the 
good news of Christ.

The word the apostle used for “advance” in this verse comes from a term 
that means “to cut in front of.” Ancient writers used it to describe cutting 
away trees and undergrowth and removing barriers that might hinder the 
progress of an army. It may also have had the idea of a pioneering advance. 
This last idea is especially compelling because it suggests Paul’s incarceration 
enabled him to proclaim the gospel in new places and ways.

1:13. In Greek, Paul wrote in this verse that it had been clear throughout the 
“Praetorian Guard” that he was in chains for Christ. Though the word “Prae-
torian” technically referred to the powerful guard connected to the emperor’s 
palace in Rome, writers also used it to refer to special guards in other parts 
of the empire. Whatever its precise meaning, Paul’s imprisonment gave him 
access to Roman soldiers and officials that he would not have had otherwise.
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Most likely, these guards were around Paul all the time. They would have 
spoken to him and heard him speak to those who visited him. They would 
have also heard him dictate his letters to various churches. They would have 
heard him speak of the gospel constantly.

“Everyone else” referred to others, pagan or Christian, with whom he had 
come in contact in prison. They and the Praetorian Guard had come to know 
that he was not in prison for a crime. He was there because of his relationship 
with Christ. This does not necessarily mean they had come to faith in Christ, 
though that surely happened with some. Paul’s basic meaning was that these 
guards and officials knew he had been imprisoned unjustly.

1:14. Those who imprisoned Paul may also have wanted to discourage those 
who had come to faith in Christ through his ministry. They hoped his impris-
onment would intimidate them into silence. Yet, as with their hope to silence 
Paul, the opposite happened. The apostle wrote that the greater part of the 
church had become “more abundantly bold” because of his imprisonment. 
His faithfulness had motivated them to speak more boldly for the gospel. His 
example had inspired, encouraged, and motivated them.

This growth in boldness did not come because Christ followers did not 
understand the seriousness of his arrest. Instead, seeing Paul’s courage gave 
them new, greater courage.

Motivation for Paul’s Supporters and Opponents (1:15-19)

1:15. In this section, Paul spoke of two groups. One consisted of those who 
were motivated to preach because of their love and respect for him. The other 
consisted of those who despised him and preached in hopes of showing him 
up and/or making him jealous. They hoped to accomplish these things by 
gaining followers for themselves. In this case, Paul’s opponents do not appear 
to have been spreading false teachings. Instead, they were preaching with bad 
motivations.

1:16. Those who preached from goodwill, preached out of love for Christ and 
Paul. They also knew that Paul was not a criminal. He was in prison because 
of his passionate defense of the good news of Christ. This verse hints that 
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Paul’s opponents may have suggested that Paul was in prison because he was 
a bad person. Oftentimes people assign bad character or motivations to peo-
ple of whom they are jealous.

1:17. Those who preached out of envy and rivalry did so from selfish ambi-
tion. They wanted to gain fame and influence equal to or greater than what 
Paul attained. By doing so, they hoped to make his affliction worse.

1:18ab. Paul was determined to rejoice because the most important thing 
was that people were preaching the gospel. They were proclaiming Christ to 
those who needed to hear about Him, even though they were doing it with 
unworthy motives.

This shows that the power of the gospel is greater than those who pro-
claim it. For this reason, it can survive a defective proclaimer. Someone once 
said, “God can hit straight licks with crooked sticks. But he does better with 
straight ones!” This does not mean motives are unimportant. Instead, it 
means the gospel message is always greater than the messenger.

1:18c-19. Paul would not only rejoice, but also continue to rejoice. He would 
do so because he knew that through the prayers of the Philippians and God’s 
provision of the Holy Spirit, what had occurred to him would turn out for his 
deliverance.

The latter portion of verse 19 is a quotation of the Greek translation of 
Job 13:16. There, Job expressed his confidence that despite his suffering, 
God would deliver him.

The word translated “deliverance” in this verse is usually translated “sal-
vation.” Paul could have been expressing his confidence that he would be re-
leased from prison or that he would receive eternal salvation. Most likely, he 
was expressing his joy and anticipation that ultimately God would deliver 
him to eternal life. We will see later in our series of lessons, both life and 
death were positive outcomes for him.
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Focusing on the Meaning

Setbacks, disappointments, reversals, and sufferings in our discipleship in 
Christ can lead to discouragement. This discouragement can in turn lead us 
to give up our efforts to follow Christ and serve Him.

The Scriptures never promise that when we follow Christ, He will take us 
on an easy path. In fact, they say the opposite (see Matthew 16:24). One of 
our challenges as modern Christ followers, particularly as Baptists, is that we 
see salvation as more than a change of status. Many people think that all God 
wants is for us to pray “the sinner’s prayer.” When we do that, we ensure that 
we go to Heaven. It is like we get a hell fire insurance policy and we carry it 
around with us. After that, our mission is to get others to pray the prayer and 
get their own policies.

But God calls us to repent of our sins, put our faith in Christ, and follow 
Him. To follow Him is to follow His example, doing the things He did, saying 
the things He said. Previous generations of Christ followers understood this 
better than many of us. They read classics like John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s 
Progress. Such works showed that following Christ often takes us down rocky 
paths.

The apostle Paul knew the difficulty of the journey. Nonetheless, he found 
great joy in it. He saw in his imprisonment new opportunities to share the 
good news of Christ.

We can experience many different types of suffering and difficulty. Some 
of them can come from our commitment to Christ while others do not. 
Through Paul’s testimony in these verses, we can look at our setbacks in a 
different light. We can understand that though God may not send them, He 
can use them. He can use them to develop our character and faith. He can 
also use them to give us opportunities to share His love with people we might 
not have met otherwise.

This is much more than positive thinking. This is letting God work 
through us regardless of our circumstances. We find joy in seeing Him work.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Ask people to briefly jot down on the board as they arrive their answers 
to this question, When in your life have you clearly seen the truth in, “And 
we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who 
have been called according to his purpose?” Romans 8:28, NIV. (Examples: 
loss of my spouse; when I was jobless; during the Covid-19 crisis; etc.) 
As you begin class, ask the group how many of them have seen God at 
work, finding a way to turn terrible situations to His good. Ask for a 
show of hands.

   State, If we have seen God do it before, based on Romans 8:28 and the 
passage we are studying today, is it likely God will continue to be faithful to 
His promise?

Guide Bible Study

 2. Say, As we look at the next section of Paul’s letter to the Philippians, let’s 
explore how Paul was able to see God’s hand in the circumstances in which 
he found himself. Read or have someone read Philippians 1:12-19. Ask 
the group to listen for a couple of difficult circumstances Paul describes. 
(He was imprisoned; others were preaching the gospel with the wrong 
motive.)

 3. In what ways did Paul describe these situations as doorways to good 
things? What did he see God doing through these situations? (The gos-
pel message was being spread even further.)

 4. In the Study Guide, the writer mentions hearing a preacher say that 
“your testimony is not for you.” He further indicates the purpose of your 
testimony is to be shared with others so they can be blessed or encour-
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aged. Ask your group to discuss with a few people around them: Is there 
a time you were encouraged by someone’s testimony? In the story the 
person related, did they go through a difficult time? Do you recall what 
that was? In what way was their testimony an encouragement to you?

 5. After hearing a few reports, ask these questions of your group:
   •  Is there a difficult time you encountered in your life that, with 

the prompting of the Holy Spirit, would be an encouragement to 
someone else when they hear how God lifted you out of that expe-
rience or went through it with you? How did God bring about good 
through what happened?

   •  What difficult experience might you face in coming days that 
would be terrible to experience (imagine Paul’s imprisonment) but 
that God could use for good in His kingdom?

   •  Ask your groups to look up other Scriptures where we are remind-
ed that God uses our difficulties for His good. (Genesis 50:20; 
Romans 5:3; 1 Peter 5:10; 1 Peter 4:1; James 1:2-3; James 1:12; 
Colossians 1:24ff; 2 Corinthians 4:15-18; etc.) After hearing re-
ports, ask your group, Is it likely you will face trials, tribulations, and 
challenges in the remainder of your life? If that’s true, how can we en-
sure we learn to see God’s hand in these coming challenges more 
quickly? (ask for responses)

 6. Suggest, One way to see God “working all things to the good” is, instead 
of asking, “Why me, Lord?” ask, “How can you use my testimony of this 
experience for Your kingdom? How will my response to this situation be 
an encouragement to others?”

 7. In his book It’s Not About Me, author Max Lucado reminds his readers 
that all you are going through has one purpose: “Your pain has a pur-
pose. Your problems, struggles, heartaches and hassles cooperate toward one 
end—the Glory of God. “Trust me in your times of trouble, and I will rescue 
you, and you will give me glory” Psalm 50:15, NLT. (It is Not About Me, Max 
Lucado, pg. 122.)
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 8. So then, when trouble comes, how can we make sure we quickly recog-
nize the hand of God in our challenges and more swiftly look for His 
glory and His purposes? We don’t have to see the thing itself as good, 
but we must believe the maker of the universe can make good out of it. 
If another is going to be encouraged by your response to the pain you 
endure, how can we more quickly help them to see GOD rather than us 
in the midst of it?

 9. Discuss in your groups, How can my response to trouble more quickly point 
people to God rather than cause them to see me as strong and capable? Ask 
them to give reports.

 10. After hearing a few reports, say, I think what we’re looking for here is 
transparency and authenticity. When we face trials of various kinds, how 
can we depend on God for the good and tell the story in such a way that peo-
ple see that in our weakness, HE was our strength?

 11. We have to be willing to get out of the way when we tell our story. He 
must increase, but I must decrease (John 3:30, ESV). Ask, How has God 
been your strength in times of trouble?

Encourage Application

 12. Ask your members to consider a challenging time when they experi-
enced God “working things for good.” Ask them to consider how they 
could tell that story focusing on how God was their strength, how God 
provided a way, and how God lifted them up. How can they reflect the 
glory of God in how they tell that story in the future?

 13. Ask them to consider how God still has a story to tell through them, and 
for them to look for HIS story the next time they face trials of various 
kinds.

 14. Close with prayer
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Ask your group if they can identify with Romans 8:28, “And we know 
that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who 
have been called according to his purpose?” Ask if one or two will share 
what experience(s) in their life has helped them to see the truth in this 
passage.

   Say, Today, we’re going to look at how Paul saw God working for the good 
in some difficult experiences in his life.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Read or have someone read Philippians 1:12-19. As the passage is read, 
ask your folks to identify two specific challenging situations Paul was 
describing. (His imprisonment, and people preaching the gospel with 
the wrong motivation)

 3. Ask the question, how is verse 12 a true statement? In what ways was 
the gospel advanced through these situations? Use the Study Guide 
(Choosing Pain to Progress) to help with the answers.

 4. State, Paul started this section with an affirmation that God was working 
for the good. He states in verse 12 that he already saw the good God was up 
to.

 5. Ask, Does it sometimes take you a while to see God’s good coming in diffi-
cult situations? Have you ever prayed for a long time that God would change 
something or take something difficult away from you? How can we more 
quickly see what God is doing in a situation like these and trust Him to “work 
it out” for His glory?

 6. In the Study Guide, the author describes a time when he heard a preach-
er say, “Your testimony is not for you.” If our testimony is not for US, 
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then who is it for? (God’s glory.) Share this quote from the Study Guide 
with the group.

 7. Ask, Have you ever known someone who could tell any story about them-
selves in such a way they always come out the hero? The challenge for the 
believer is to see God as the hero in every situation we encounter and 
be able to tell our testimony (our story) in such a way our hearers rec-
ognize God as the good bearer. If that’s going to happen, we must be 
able to quickly see what God is up to and trust Him to bring it about. 
And when we tell the story, we have to be able to point people to God as 
the hero, rather than ourselves. We didn’t pull ourselves up by our own 
bootstraps. HE lifted us up.

 8. A marvelous book by author Max Lucado, It’s Not About Me, describes 
how in every situation, we must recognize God is at work for HIS glo-
ry, rather than for our comfort, and be able to tell the story about His 
amazing grace.

Encourage Application

 9. Ask the group to consider a time in their lives that still causes grief or 
pain when they think about it. Ask if it’s possible God is still using that 
event to bring people to Christ, to point them to the Creator, to give you 
an opportunity to tell His story for His glory?

 10. Suggest that when we have a hard time trusting the map, we must look 
to the cartographer. Perhaps we can trust even the parts of the map we 
do not understand, when we remember the faithfulness of the map-
maker.

 11. Ask your group to take a moment to look up the following Scriptures 
about God’s faithfulness: Lamentations 3:22-23; Deuteronomy 7:9; 
Psalm 36:5; Isaiah 25:1; Hebrews 10:23.
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 12. After hearing these reminders, ask them to write down their own “con-
fession of His faithfulness” on a piece of paper or inside their Bible cov-
er, and to refer to these the next time they find themselves in a chal-
lenging trial. Ask if a few of your members would be willing to share 
their confession. Remind them that the sooner we see the work of the 
Mapmaker, the sooner we can trust that the destination is one He calls 
“good.”

 13. Close in prayer.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Earlier in chapter 1, Paul spoke of his joy in his partnership in the gospel 
with the Philippians. He knew because they were joined in God’s grace, they 
were spiritually together though they were physically apart. Joined spiritual-
ly with each other and God, they worked as partners in God’s mission to save 
the world. They did this as they proclaimed the good news of Jesus Christ.

Paul knew his beloved Philippians were in deep conflict with each other. 
So, he prayed their agape love for each other would grow. He believed that 
if agape grew among them, they would set aside their selfishness and pride, 
and serve each other. As love transformed them through the Holy Spirit, they 
would bear the fruit of God’s righteousness in the world and transform it.

Though Paul’s opponents sought to silence him by putting him in prison, 
God used his situation to advance the gospel. While he was in prison, some 
of those who opposed him preached with greater fervor. By doing so, they 
hoped to put Paul to shame. But Paul was not interested in winning a contest 
for followers and influence. He was interested in sharing the gospel with as 
many people as possible. If people worked harder to share the gospel in an 
effort to put him to shame, he was happy. He was not happy about the envy. 
He was happy that whatever their motivations, they were proclaiming the 
gospel.

This was an amazing attitude. Where did it come from? In this lesson’s 
text, we find the core of his joy and content. As we explore this core, we will 
find the key to greater joy and peace in our lives.

Interpreting the Scriptures

Two Pleasant Options (1:20-24)

1:20. Paul was cleared-eyed about his situation. He had been arrested and 
was in prison. Though we do not know precisely which imprisonment he was 
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experiencing, we know each time he was in prison he faced serious charges. 
As he wrote to the Philippians, he knew he might lose his life. In addition to 
his imprisonments, he faced numerous attempts to take his life and many 
other dangerous situations. Many scholars suggest that in addition to all 
this, he may have suffered from serious health problems (see 2 Corinthians 
12:1-10).

Paul’s concern was not to be a hero. Instead, he wanted to be so cou-
rageous, he would exalt Christ in his body. He wanted to do this whether 
he lived or died. The term “sufficient courage” he used in this verse literally 
means “in all boldness.” He hoped he would have the boldness of a person 
who was completely free of worry about life or death.

The apostle believed that if he courageously and effectively seized the 
opportunity he had, he would glorify Christ. For this reason, it was not im-
portant whether he lived or died. The important thing was glorifying Christ.

Many times, our main ambition is to have a long, peaceful, prosperous 
life with as little pain as possible. We try to build a fortress of safety around 
us. Paul thought differently. More than anything else, he wanted to bring 
glory to Christ. He wanted to do this in his life and his death when it came.

The apostle knew he was human and it was possible for him to fail. Two 
things could have caused him to fall short: cowardice or ineffectiveness. 
Though he knew these were possible, he eagerly expected and hoped he would 
not be ashamed in any way.

1:21. The literal translation of this verse is, “To live Christ to die gain.” One 
of the distinguishing marks of ancient poetry is parallelism. Many times, 
this parallelism takes the form of parallel and contrast. “To live” and “to die” 
contrast each other, while “Christ” and “gain” parallel each other. Poetry is 
a great vehicle for the expression of emotions and aspirations. Through the 
poetry of this verse, we can feel Paul’s faith and conviction.

Most often, we associate death with negative things. But Paul associated 
something positive with death: gain. Death is positive in that it gains us entry 
into Christ’s immediate glorious presence. It means the end of our struggles 
and pain and the beginning of our eternal rest and peace in God’s kingdom.
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A controversial question throughout Christian history has been: What 
happens to us at the moment of death? The Scriptures are clear that when 
Christ returns, He will resurrect our bodies. But they are less clear about the 
“intermediate” state, the time between death and resurrection.

Sometimes, Paul referred to the dead in Christ as those who “sleep” (see 1 
Thessalonians 4:14, 16; 1 Corinthians 15:51-52), suggesting that we sleep in 
some way until Christ returns. In 2 Corinthians 5:1-5, he expressed concern 
about our intermediate state, the time after we leave our bodies (our “tent”), 
but before we receive our eternal bodies (our “building from God”). At the 
same time, he taught that at the moment of our deaths, we go immediately 
into God’s presence (2 Corinthians 5:6).

Another pertinent passage is Luke 23:43. There, Jesus said to the crim-
inal on the cross, “today you will be with me in paradise.” If we interpret this 
literally, Jesus was telling him that he would go immediately into His presence 
when he died.

Putting all these passages together, it seems the term “sleep” was a eu-
phemism for “death.” This means we go immediately into Christ’s presence 
at death and receive our resurrection bodies at a later time. The fact that 
he would go immediately into Christ’s glorious presence gave Paul hope and 
peace as he contemplated the possibility of his death in prison.

1:22. The grammar for this verse is somewhat broken. This may reflect the 
apostle’s wavering between two good options. He says if he continues life in 
his body, he will engage in more fruitful labor. His one interest in remaining 
in this life was to continue his work, spreading the good news and encourag-
ing churches like the one in Philippi.

1:23-24. The opening phrase of verse 23 is difficult to translate. Its literal 
rendering is, “I am held together” between two options. It was as if he was 
hemmed in on both sides. But it wasn’t like being on the horns of a dilemma, 
between two bad options. Instead, it was like being tugged in two directions 
by two pleasant options.

Contrast this with the famous soliloquy by the title character in Shake-
speare’s Hamlet. At one point in the play, Hamlet is contemplating suicide 
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and reflecting on a common human dilemma. Life is difficult, full of trouble 
and pain. Death offers the possibility of going to sleep and escaping all the 
bad things that can happen to us. But in sleep, “dreams” may come. These 
“dreams” represent the possibility of pain and judgment in the afterlife. This 
life is terrible, but what if the next is worse? This fear of something worse 
after death makes “cowards of us all,” as we refuse to end our lives to stop 
our pain.

Paul’s attitude was the opposite of Hamlet’s attitude. For the apostle, it 
would have been better to leave his body and be with Christ. The word he used 
for “depart” translates a Greek term for untying a ship from its moorings and 
for breaking camp. It is a great image for striking out for an adventure. If 
Paul departed, he would attain the joys of being in Christ’s presence and his 
sufferings would be over. Yet staying in this life meant bearing more fruit for 
Christ in this world and seeing positive transformation in the lives of others.

The apostle ended his contemplation of these options by deciding it was 
more necessary for the Philippians and other Christ followers for him to re-
main in the body. In the case of the Philippians, this was especially true in 
light of the problems they were experiencing. They needed the apostle’s di-
rections and encouragement to get through them.

Assurance of Continued Work in This Life (1:20-26)

Being convinced it was better for the Philippians for him to remain in his 
body, Paul felt certain he would remain in this life. His aim in doing so was to 
aid their progress and joy in the faith. Furthermore, when he rejoined them, 
they would boast in Christ because of him. Their boasting would not be about 
Paul or themselves. Their boasting would be about the way Christ gave Paul 
courage and faith and delivered him from his hardships.

Focusing on the Meaning

Life is filled with difficulties. In fact, the Scriptures say that if we follow 
Christ, we can expect trouble (John 16:33). Our suffering and other difficul-
ties can cause us to get discouraged and lose our joy. In Philippians 1:20-26, 
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the apostle Paul gives us the key to finding joy regardless of our situations. It 
is to realize that for us to live is Christ and to die is gain.

To live is Christ means we live in and for Christ. Empowered by the Holy 
Spirit, we continue His work in the world, sharing the good news, teaching 
people His way, and touching others with His love and healing.

One of our problems in this life is we get absorbed in ourselves. This 
self-absorption always ends in disappointment and frustration. We can never 
gain enough to be satisfied. We can never make ourselves fully safe, secure, 
and happy. But living for Christ gives us a different perspective. Instead of 
focusing on ourselves and satisfying our desires, we focus on letting Christ 
live, work, and speak through us.

Another problem is our fear of death. Like Hamlet, we recoil at the pros-
pect of death. This is natural and human. In fact, God seems to have equipped 
us with a will to live and survive. We cannot see beyond the veil of death with 
our physical eyes, so we need to have faith and see it with spiritual eyes.

Years ago, a hospital chaplain preached a sermon titled “Whatever Be-
came of Heaven?” He shared how in his work he came across many church 
people who were terrified at the prospect of death. It seems we have lost an 
assurance of a great life after death that our great-grandparents had.

Paul calls us up from our sorrows and disappointments to see the won-
derful in life and death. The wonderful in life is to have Christ dwell in us 
through the Holy Spirit and continue His work through us. The wonderful in 
death is to go into Christ’s immediate presence and live with Him forever in 
His eternal kingdom.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Ask your folks to recall a time when they were absolutely “sold out” or 
“all in” for something that was important to them at the time. A college 
football team? A job or business? A hobby? A person? Ask them to de-
scribe what it was like to pursue that relationship or hobby or team. Did 
they enjoy it? Did it bring a sense of satisfaction? Give them time to 
describe those things to someone near them. If you have time, ask for a 
report or two from the group.

   Ask, What is it about being “all in” or “sold out” that brings excitement 
and joy in the doing? Why were you willing to invest so much time, money, or 
of yourself in those things?

   Ask, If you had been doing those things without the passion that comes 
from being sold out to it, would it have changed the way you worked at it?

   Say, Today, we are going to explore how “all-in” Paul was in his service to 
Christ and the gospel.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Read or have someone read Philippians 1:20-26. As they listen, ask your 
members to jot down the positive words Paul uses to describe his em-
phatic belief in what he was doing. (eager expectation; hope; courage; 
exalted; fruitful labor; desire; necessary; convinced; etc.)

 3. Ask for reports and record the responses on the board.

 4. Now ask your group if they have ever been enlisted to some job or min-
istry in the church that they were NOT sold out to. Perhaps they were 
enlisted using guilt, or because “no one else will do it” or some similar 
reason. Ask them to describe a time they were working in an area where 
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their heart was not in it. What words describe for us how that kind of 
“ministry” feels? Record their responses. (guilt; dislike; unnecessary; 
fruitless labor; unconvinced; etc.)

 5. Ask what makes the difference? (Absolute belief that God has called us 
to it…, etc.)

 6. So, ask, What was Paul absolutely convinced of where his work and ministry 
was concerned? Look at Philippians 1:20-22 and ask them to describe 
Paul’s absolute conviction.

 7. In the Study Guide, the author states, “Paul was not afraid of life or 
death. He just wanted to magnify Christ and that brought to him great 
joy.”

 8. Ask a member to use the Study Guide to describe why Paul was willing 
to be sold out even to the point of death. (You might consider making 
this assignment in advance.) Ask them to utilize information from the 
introduction to remind us why Paul was so convinced of the necessity of 
remaining here to serve the kingdom, but completely unafraid of death 
if it were to catch up with him.

 9. After this report, ask the class if they have ever reached a point in their 
life that death was no longer a fear. If they have come to the recognition 
we really do already have life eternal, and death simply ushers us into 
His presence. If so, how does that change our willingness to sell out 
completely to serving Christ? If no one can do anything to you that 
does not keep you from experiencing life eternal with Christ, what do 
we have to fear?

 10. Look with your group at verse 26. Ask, what is it Paul is saying in this 
verse? Ask your members to read this verse in a variety of translations, 
including, if possible, NLT, CSB, HCSB, God’s Word, and more. (A copy 
of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this 
study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)
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 11. After hearing the verse in a variety of translations, ask what it was that 
Paul wanted them to be able to rejoice about. (That your rejoicing may 
be more abundant in Jesus Christ, KJV.) Not to boast about Paul or what 
he had done, but to give them more reason to boast in Christ because of 
what Christ had done in and through Paul.

Encourage Application

 12. State, We began this session talking about things we’ve been “sold out” to in 
our lives. What would it look like, genuinely, if we were as sold out to living 
for Christ as Paul was? What would daily life look like if we were there? Give 
time for responses.

 13. After hearing a few ideas, suggest that is exactly how Christ wants us to 
live, so other believers would have more reason to boast in the goodness 
and grace and mercy of Christ. Suggest that, living “sold out” to the 
gospel is the only way to truly live.

 14. Close in prayer.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Ask your members if they can recall someone, they knew in their life-
time who was completely sold out to the gospel. Jot down people they 
call out. (Billy Graham; Billy Sunday; perhaps a former pastor or friend; 
etc.). Ask, What was it about the way these people lived their lives that made 
it abundantly clear they were sold out for the cause of Christ?

   State, Today, we are going to look at Paul’s absolute commitment to the 
gospel, and how it impacted the way he lived.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Read or have someone read Philippians 1:20-26. As the passage is read, 
ask your folks to identify the words Paul uses that indicate he is “all in” 
or “sold out” to the message of the gospel. (eager expectation; hope; 
courage; exalted; fruitful labor; desire; necessary; convinced; etc.)

 3. After hearing reports, ask someone to read verse 21 again. Ask, What 
does Paul mean that “to live is Christ’?

 4. Have someone read Galatians 2:20, “I have been crucified with Christ 
and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in the 
body,  I live by faith in the Son of God,  who loved  me  and gave him-
self for me.”

 5. What does he mean “crucified with Christ?” Suggest that someone look 
up what this refers to at www.gotquestions.org and share their findings 
with the group. This could be an assignment made prior to class. Being 
crucified with Christ means we are no longer under the penalty of the 
Law. That penalty was paid by Christ on our behalf. When Christ was 
crucified, it was as if we were crucified with Him. The penalty was fully 
paid—just as surely as if we had been crucified for our own sins. When 
Christ rose from the dead, we rose, too. Now the risen Christ empowers 
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us to live for Him in a way that pleases God. Formerly, we sought life 
through our own works, but now we “live by faith in the Son of God.”

 6. Ask, How does that knowledge and belief change the way we are willing and 
able to LIVE for Christ? The Faith-Life Study Bible states “As long as he is 
alive, Paul will be consumed with Christ’s concerns, values, and mis-
sion. And if Paul dies, he will be relieved of his suffering and dwell with 
Christ.”

 7. In verses 24-26, Paul describes the reason he would choose to stay and 
minister rather than leave through death. Why is Paul willing to stay? 
(for their benefit)

 8. In Paul’s case, why was death so compelling?

 9. Ask, What are we completely sold out to? What cause would create in us a 
willingness to make a hard choice like Paul is describing? What would it take 
for us to be completely sold out for the benefit of the gospel?

Encourage Application

 10. Ask the group to recall the kinds of things we have been “sold out” to in 
our lives before. Perhaps a college football team, or a hobby, or a rela-
tionship. Ask for responses.

 11. Ask, What was it like to spend time and money on those things? Was it a 
chore? Or was it a joy and a passion?

 12. Ask, What is it about being completely sold out to something that makes the 
doing of it so fulfilling?

 13. Ask the group to consider what it would look like in our lives today if we 
were completely sold out to seeing the gospel spread through the earth. 
How differently would we feel about serving the Lord if that were the 
case? Ask for responses.
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 14. Suggest that we begin to pray God will fill us with exactly that kind of 
desire; to help us sell out completely and go all in, so, to live is Christ.

 15. Close in prayer.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Intense persecution and resistance to the gospel created an environment of 
fear and uncertainty for the believers of the Philippian church. Paul and Silas 
experienced this persecution when they first visited Philippi (Acts 16:16-40). 
Besides external pressure from the citizens of Philippi, the church also strug-
gled with the false teaching of the Judaizers (Philippians 3:2-6). The Judaiz-
ers were attempting to impose the Jewish practice of Mosaic Law upon Gen-
tiles in the Philippian church (Acts 15:1-12).1 As the population of Gentile 
Christians outgrew Jewish Christians, the Judaizer movement faded away.2

Paul had training as a Pharisee.3 But as a Roman citizen, he also had ex-
posure to Greek methods of speech and debate. This focal text is the opening 
statement of a classic rhetorical Greek argument encouraging the Philippian 
church to act “in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ” (Philippians 1:27). 
This exhortation to the church ranges from this initial statement in verse 27 
through the end of chapter 2.

Paul was never shy about telling followers of Christ how they should treat 
each other in the church. Romans 12:9-21 provides a great list of quick rules 
for church relationships, which promotes a structure of love and unity. The 
passage in Romans connects to Philippians because Paul was building an ar-
gument that the members of the local church should lay their preferences to 
the side and work together toward improving church relations.

Paul had a purpose for encouraging Christians conduct. His purpose was 
to exhort the Philippian Christians to unity of spirit and purpose (Philippi-
ans 2:1-4). This opening statement in verses 27-30 were just the beginning of 
a long rhetorical argument that ranges throughout chapter 2, supporting the 
unity and integrity of the local church.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Regarding the Conduct of a Christian (1:27)

Paul used the word “only” at the beginning of this verse, intending to empha-
size that only one thing should be important to the Christian: the life lived 
worthy of the gospel.4 Living life in any other manner is a life wasted.

Paul introduced an idea here that the Christian, as a citizen of the king-
dom of God, has certain civic duties to perform and a certain conduct to up-
hold. Just as United States citizens show up for jury duty, vote in elections, 
and follow the laws of the land, Paul expected the Christian to maintain a 
conduct that is “worthy of the gospel of Jesus Christ” (Philippians 1:27).

This idea of Christian citizenship is not Paul’s normal language for the 
Christian life. More often Paul referred to the Christian “walk” or “running 
the race” rather than using this citizenship language. Paul also introduced 
a Jewish concept that says the God-follower is a citizen of the kingdom of 
God.5

Much of what follows in chapter 2 contains Paul’s instructions on how to 
live that Christian life. These instructions point to Jesus Christ as the perfect 
example of one who gave up everything as the Son of God so He might be-
come the Son of Man and empty Himself on the cross on our behalf.

Standing Together in Unity (1:28)

Paul encouraged his readers to be strong in their unity. He hoped to see them 
standing together, facing their oppressors, presenting a united front that 
could not fail. This unity is both a physical thing and a binding of principles 
and ideas—unity of body, spirit, and mind working together in unison so 
together they would present a much stronger presence.

1:28. Paul continued this idea of standing firm in unity and warned his read-
ers to be resolute and brave when faced with persecution. The word “alarmed” 
here is probably closer to “startled.” The original Greek word is unique in this 
passage and not used elsewhere in the Greek Bible. But usage found in other 
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texts of the same time period show that the word is normally descriptive of a 
herd of wild horses being startled into a stampede.6

Paul did not clarify who these opponents were. Two possibilities are 
found in the text. The first possibility is an internal threat of the Judaizers, 
who Paul warns his readers about in 3:2.7 However, the second possibility of 
an external threat seems more likely. The unbelieving citizens of Philippi and 
Roman authorities opposed the intrusion of Christianity into their city (Acts 
16).8 The important thing to Paul was that the Philippian believers would face 
their opponents without flinching—without fear—and he hoped they would 
stand together in unity.9

A Sign of Destruction or a Sign of Salvation

The phrase “a sign of destruction for them” contrasts the phrase “but of sal-
vation for you” (Philippians 1:28). The phrase is one that is hard to interpret 
from the original Greek.10 For this reason, the reader may note some diver-
sity from translation to translation and variation in meaning with different 
teachers.

Because of the difficulty of this passage, there are two ways to translate 
it. The first is that Paul desired for the believers to stand firm in confron-
tation with the unbelievers. This would have provided confirmation for the 
believers that they would overcome the opposition.11 The second is that the 
unity among believers was to be a sign for the unbelievers that they should 
come to salvation or arrive at their own destruction.12 Finally, Paul affirmed 
that the believers in Philippi would need to depend upon the strength of God 
to either live or die for their beliefs in the gospel message.13

Sharing in Christ’s Suffering (1:29-30)

1:29. Christians in the western world seem to have a preoccupation with 
avoiding suffering. The Bible talks a lot about suffering for and with Christ. 
Jesus warned His disciples of suffering and persecution repeatedly in His Ser-
mon on the Mount (Matthew 5—7) and again in His Missionary Discourse 
(Matthew 10). Paul wrote about it on multiple occasions (Philippians 3:8-11; 
2 Corinthians 12:10-11). He told the young pastor, Timothy, that the Christ 
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follower should expect suffering for Christ in this life (2 Timothy 3:12). The 
author of Hebrews warned that suffering is a part of being faithful (Hebrews 
11:32-38).

Suffering for Christ is not something to avoid. Paul counted it a privilege 
and a gift to suffer for Christ.14 Rather, suffering is an indicator of unity with 
Christ. All who believe in Christ and live lives worthy of the gospel can ex-
pect to experience this suffering. The real question comes when a Christian 
is not suffering for Christ. This lack of suffering could be an indicator that 
something is functioning poorly in the believer’s life of Jesus Christ. It could 
indicate a disconnect with God and a lack of spiritual growth or it could mean 
that the Christian lacks boldness in sharing the gospel.

1:30. Paul suffered throughout his time as an apostle of Jesus Christ. The 
Jews in Damascus conspired to kill him, forcing him to escape the city secret-
ly by night (Acts 9:23-25). The Jews of Antioch incited persecution against 
Paul and Barnabus, forcing them to leave the area (Acts 13:50-51). The Jews 
of Lystra stoned Paul and dragged him out of the city to leave him for dead 
(Acts 14:19-20). Roman authorities arrested him and imprisoned him mul-
tiple times (Acts 16:19-24; 21:27-34) and he defended himself before courts 
and councils (Acts 22:30—23:10; 23:23—25:12, 24:1-23). A storm caught 
Paul’s boat, setting him and the crew adrift for fourteen days before it ran 
aground and broke up in the waves. Paul and the rest of the crew abandoned 
ship and swam to shore on the isle of Malta (Acts 27). To say that Paul suf-
fered is an understatement. Through it all, Paul maintained an attitude of 
contentment that few of us can boast to have (Philippians 4:10-13).

Paul knew that the believers in Philippi would suffer because of their be-
lief in Christ. But Paul believed this suffering was not something to avoid. 
Rather, it was something that identified them with Christ.

Focusing on the Meaning

Life is a battleground. Be Ready!
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The Bible explains that we wage war in a spiritual battleground (Ephe-
sians 6:12). And the church is no different. In fact, the church is precisely 
where that war is waged most of the time. Our best defense against the at-
tacks of the enemy is to be alert and ready for trouble (1 Peter 5:8). Soldiers 
spend much of their time preparing for trouble and being consistent in what 
they do. The same should be true of the Christian. Living the Christian life 
is one of preparation for the situation, so when it arrives, we respond to the 
situation with the correct response.

Hold the Line

We cannot break and run away at the first sign of hostility. We must 
stand our ground and fight the good fight, which the Lord has given to us. 
In the days before modern warfare, two armies lined up in parallel rows and 
marched toward each other. “Hold the line” was a phrase used to remind war-
riors facing intense combat conditions to keep their formation.

We as Christians united in the church, need to be prepared to stand to-
gether, facing difficult conditions, and work together as a unified body. We 
must hold the line. The alternative often true in a church is we have a gath-
ered body of individuals, who all want to worship their own way, hear a mes-
sage suited for their life situations, and serve in a way convenient for their 
lifestyle.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Prior to the session, printout pictures or acquire digital images of a 
three-legged race. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching 
Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

 2. At the beginning of class, post or show the images of the three-legged 
race. Ask participants if they can remember playing this game at a car-
nival or at school as a child. Ask, Why is the three-legged race such a unique 
game? Allow time for responses. Note to the class that the three-legged 
race requires people of different abilities and ages to assist one-another, 
attach legs, and run together in unison. Note that each runner is ex-
pected to run in unison even though one’s partner might be much big-
ger or athletic. Reflecting on the three-legged race, note further that we 
minister in unison with believers of differing backgrounds, gifts, and 
challenges.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Point out the phrase in verse 27, that Paul commands the Philippians 
to serve, “…side by side for the faith…” (ESV). Say, They are to work with 
one-another, alongside each other’s weaknesses and strengths, in order to 
spread the faith. Ask members, What is your favorite team sport and why? 
Allow time for answers and create an atmosphere of joy and interest. 
Note that, in each team sport, each player must care for the weaknesses 
or strengths of partners. Give an example such as football in which fast-
er and slower players serve in different roles but also allow for one-an-
other’s strengths and weaknesses. 
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 4. Open a discussion about the differing backgrounds of the people in the 
class. Ask if everyone will think for a moment about the uniqueness of 
his or her background (Family, geography, challenges, etc.). Ask for vol-
unteers to share those uniquenesses. Allow time for members to share. 
Rejoice that, because of Christ’s grace in our hearts, we can run the 
three-legged race of ministry alongside those who are different and face 
unique challenges. Finally, say, We each have our own differences, yet the 
Lord asks us to serve in unity. Why? Because we serve the God who makes 
us one in Christ. Furthermore, as we will see in verse 28, opponents of 
our faith and unbelieving peers often watch our lives closely. For these 
reasons, consistency in the Christian life is critical to Christ’s mission.

 5. Prior to the class, acquire a printed image (Or be prepared to project an 
image) of high school students walking the halls of the school. Show the 
image at this point in the lesson. Note that Paul implies during Philippi-
an church meetings, opponents would enter to intimidate the believers. 
Based on verse 17, these opponents exerted a religious, peer pressure. 
Reference the common issue of peer pressure in schools. Open a discus-
sion regarding how to prepare to face peer pressure. Ask, Reflecting on 
peer pressure in today’s world, what are several keys to preparing oneself to 
face peer pressure? Allow time for answers. Possible answers include the 
following: Believers under peer pressure can learn the nature of current 
pressures (bullying, demeaning faith, questioning faith practices). Also, 
as Paul implied, believers can learn such contentment in the gospel that 
pressures result in little or no enticement.

 6. Point out verse 28, where Paul congratulates the Philippians. Paul tells 
them they have been granted the blessing of believing and suffering for 
Christ’s sake (2:28-29). Comfort members of the class that Paul himself 
endured suffering and, as will we, he was afforded a unique glimpse into 
the mind of Christ. Charge the participants that we must all learn, as 
counterintuitive as it may seem, to obey Jesus’ Words regarding per-
secution from Matthew 5:12, “Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is 
great in heaven.” Remind members that suffering comes in various fac-
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es, many times in the form of peer pressure, but Christ is holding us 
every step of the way!

Encourage Application

 7. Close the class with a prayer. For this prayer, enlist two people—one to 
pray for unity, and another to pray for boldness. Invite the first person 
to pray that believers would be unified around the gospel—believing 
that Christ’s grace meets every need. Invite the second person to pray 
for boldness to meet every challenge and pressure with Christ’s prom-
ised peace.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Prior to class, read the introduction in the Study Guide for today’s les-
son. Either share a similar story from your own life’s experience or read 
aloud the introduction story. 

   Share how spiritual integrity often is connected to humility and has 
many forms. In humility, we might admit that we misunderstood some-
thing, redirect our actions and attitude, or even humbly lead others or 
ourselves into a closer relationship with Christ.

   Share that today, we will focus on how spiritual integrity shows Jesus 
to the world.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 1:27-30. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this lesson. Talk 
about what it meant to maintain conduct that is, “Worthy of the gospel 
of Jesus Christ” (Philippians 1:27). Discuss what it means to be consis-
tent in our daily walk with Christ. Give examples of faith in action in 
church, in society, in families, on the job, and between friends.

 3. Prior to class write the following outline on a poster or write it on the 
board—Philippians 1:27-30:

   (1) Standing in One Spirit (1:27)
   (2) Standing Unafraid (1:28)
   (3) Standing in Suffering (1:29-30)
  Read the poster. Ask the class to observe from the outline how Paul ex-

horted the Philippians to stand firm in life in a special way—to have an 
attitude of oneness, fearlessness, and readiness to suffer.

 4. Refer the class to the list of “Jesus’ Kingdom Values” (see the sidebar in 
the Study Guide). Enlist a volunteer to read this list to class members. 
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Talk through the points. Explain how the values displayed here were 
lived out by Jesus. Ask members for examples of Kingdom values we 
discover as we examine the life of Jesus in the Gospels. Discuss how 
these values are implemented today. 

 5. Ask the class to consider the following discussion questions from the 
Study Guide:

   a. What battles does the church face today? 
   b.  What practical aspects of your walk with the Lord help you stand 

in your specific daily battles?
   c. In what way(s) can you join in the suffering of Christ?

Encourage Application

 6. Conclude by focusing on verse 27. Emphasize that Paul loves to hear 
about the believers’ lives, challenges, and service. Ask the following 
probing questions:

   a.  If Paul were to receive a report about our classes’ lives, challeng-
es, and service, what might he hear? 

   b.  What might he hear regarding our Kingdom values that draw 
people to Jesus?

 7. Plan a moment of silence and invite class members to reflect on the 
pressure we face today in our world as Christians and how to share 
Christ during today’s pressures. Close the class with a prayer and ask 
God to use our daily relationships to draw others closer to Him.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Paul was not surprised when the churches he started found trouble. The Early 
Church experienced resistance to the gospel and the infiltration of false gos-
pel messages, not to mention relational troubles and Christians behaving like 
the culture they lived in. It was only a matter of time for a church to require 
correction. The church in Philippi was no exception. They also struggled with 
interpersonal conflict (Philippians 4:2-3).

The church at Philippi is not the only church that suffered problems with 
unity of mind and spirit. In fact, many of the churches Paul planted experi-
enced a lack of unity. The church at Ephesus was one of those churches. Paul 
wrote in Ephesians 4 about unity in very much the same way as he did in 
Philippians.

The book of Ephesians is directed to the church for training in doctrine 
and practice.1 Ephesians 4 is expressly focused on the ministry of the church 
and directly relates to this passage on unity in the church.

How refreshing it would be if our churches would always strive together 
for unity in everything. However, many of us can attest that Baptists do not 
always work together in unity. Unity and order are important parts of our 
Baptist heritage, as it relates to our congregational form of church govern-
ment.2 Paul knew that unity and harmony were fragile things in the relation-
ships of the church. Paul taught the church to work together with the same 
mind, which was another way of saying “with unity.”

Interpreting the Scriptures

If there is any... (2:1)

The opening word of this passage, “Therefore,” is a device used in Paul’s rhe-
torical argument. The word shows that this passage does not stand on its 
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own. It tells the reader that the upcoming statements build on the previous 
passage (Philippians 1:27-30).

The text then goes into a series of “if there is any” statements. These con-
ditional statements create an argument for the command in verse 2. These 
“if” statements do not intend to create any doubt about what Paul is saying. 
Rather, these statements are affirmative and emphatic. They are foundational 
and true.3 They work toward sparking a response to the command of verse 2.4 
In the original language, these affirmations strike a rhythmic repetitivenes5 
that intends to press the reader forward into action.

Unity Above All Else (2:2)

Paul’s greatest desire is that the Philippians would stand together in unity of 
mind and spirit, sharing the same spirit of love, all directed together toward 
the same purpose. Paul says, “make my joy complete,” but not out of any self-
ish desire or concern for his own joy. Paul shared a close friendship with the 
members of the church at Philippi.6 This phrase connects to the overarching 
theme of joy in the entire letter and emphasizes that his greatest desire for 
his friends is that they take the actions he is recommending to them.7

Paul expressed this desire for unity in four different ways. This appeal 
intentionally piles on the reasons that the reader should take action toward 
the unity of the church.8 This form of repetition is a literary method used to 
build emphasis into Paul’s rhetorical argument.

Unity of Mind—Like-mindedness is more than simply having the same 
way of thinking. This is not that we should be brain-washed, mindless robots. 
This means that we should be cognitively engaged in one another and sharing 
the same attitudes.9 This cognitive engagement means that we build knowl-
edge together. We arrive at this by studying God’s Word together. We do this 
in Sunday School and Bible study. When we study together, we work together 
to better understand Scripture and grow deeper in Christ.

United in Love—Sharing the same love means that we are emotionally 
engaged with each other. Emotional engagement happens when we partic-
ipate in life groups or other forms of small groups. These small gatherings 
provide a place where we care for each other’s needs and pray for each other. 
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We share a meal together and serve together. By doing these things we de-
velop an emotional bond rooted in Jesus Christ, imparted to us by the Spirit. 
We find a cooperation and reciprocity of love in Christian community, since 
we have the same love for each other that Jesus Christ has for the church.10

Unity of Spirit—Being “united in spirit” means that we are spiritually 
engaged with each other. To share “one soul” indicates that the church shares 
a bond at a deeper level than place or circumstance. Strength comes from 
standing together, especially under adverse circumstances such as those 
faced by the Philippians. Jesus talks of discipline among the saints and con-
nects that to the unity that comes from standing together in the name of 
Christ (Matthew 18:15-20). The sage wrote in Ecclesiastes of the bond that 
comes from a shared experience (Ecclesiastes 4:9-12).

United in Purpose—Being “intent on one purpose” means that we are 
missionally engaged with each other. The shared experience binds the team 
together, not only in mind, and love, and spirit, but ultimately in purpose. 
When we are all on mission together, we form deep, emotional bonds not 
easily broken. The original text does not say “intent on one purpose” but is 
closer to the concept of sharing the same way of thinking.

This is like the cohesive unit of soldiers, who have trained relentlessly for 
special operations. They have spent a great deal of time practicing scenarios 
and learning what to expect from the other soldiers in their unit. This means 
that when they are put into their mission they will act together as one, rather 
than a disorganized group of individuals. The single-minded unit of soldiers 
that is intent on its purpose experiences no fear and no hesitation. They act 
without questioning or second guessing.

Unity Requires Humility (2:3)

When any individual Christian puts himself, his traditions, or his preferences 
before the body of believers (1 Corinthians 12:14-21), the unity of the body 
suffers. Unity flees when churches quarrel and when each member seeks his 
own advantage.11

The word translated as “selfishness” carries with it the sense of feuds 
based in long-standing rivalry, or division along party lines.12 The rivalry 
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seems to stand on a foundation of empty conceit based in erroneous opin-
ions.13 These concepts of selfishness and empty conceit provide a breeding 
ground for church divisions and splits.

Act With Humility

Paul instructed the Philippian church to elevate each other before one’s own 
self. This practice of humility was not seen as a virtue in the ancient Roman 
world. In fact, the term we translate as “humble” was used to describe the 
mindset of a slave.14 Yet, Paul wanted the Christians of Philippi to take on 
this attitude with each other.

Care for Others (2:4)

This looks like simplistic wisdom, but it is much harder to live out than it 
seems. Jesus taught the same message when He gave us His Great Com-
mandment (Mark 12:31). We find it easy to love the people who already love 
us. How much harder is it to love people that do not love us back? What about 
those who are different? And those who do not think like us or look like us? 
What about those who oppose us or plot against us? Yes, love your neighbor, 
even as you love yourself. But Jesus took it further by telling us to love our 
enemies (Matthew 5:43-48). Paul tells us that we need to consider others 
around us as more important than we consider ourselves.

Focusing on the Meaning

As this is being written, there is a worldwide pandemic reaching American 
soil. For the first time in our lives, public venues are closing their doors. 
Sports teams are canceling games. Large conferences are shutting their 
doors. Schools are extending school breaks. Churches are moving to an on-
line format at an unprecedented rate.

Meanwhile, the supermarkets have turned into a war zone where every-
body is out for themselves. They are gathering up personal hygiene resourc-
es like they are expecting the end of the world. Fights are breaking out in 
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stores and emergency rooms are reporting the theft of face masks and rubber 
gloves. This is exactly what it looks like when the world turns into an “every 
man for himself” kind of society.

When the church reflects this selfish, “every man for himself” society, 
there is trouble in the camp. When we begin to see people pressing their own 
agendas and preferences on others, without considering their needs and de-
sires, there is disunity and division in the church. When the church begins to 
resemble our national politics, with each side slinging mud at the opposition, 
the church is in big trouble.

Church leadership should work to control private agendas and limit pref-
erential treatment. Some of the worst and ugliest church splits have hap-
pened over seemingly insignificant matters. This is exactly the kind of thing 
Paul addressed in this passage. While we do not have the details of the argu-
ment between Euodia and Syntyche (Philippians 4:2), we can see that their 
disagreement created enough trouble in the church for Paul to call them out 
and give the elders of the church direction to resolve the problem.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. When class members are seated, ask them to look over the handout 
or scan through their favorite internet sites to find the bravest person 
imaginable. Members can work in teams in this activity. Examples may 
include famous fighters, leaders, or missionaries. Open a class discus-
sion related to why members chose the person they chose. Ask, What 
caused you to choose the brave person on your handout or on your phone? 
Allow time for responses and laughter as each shows his or her images. 
(A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” at 
www.baptistwaypress.org.)

Guide Bible Study

 2. Read the sidebar in the Study Guide entitled, “Pride and Humility.” Guide 
members in a probing thought—many people consider that bravery be-
longs only to people who are arrogant and aggressive. Remind members 
that, when God looks for great people in the stories of Scripture, He 
looks for humble people (Moses, David, Paul, and Jesus). Humility is 
a trait that makes a person braver in the eyes of God. Ask participants 
to think about who they chose as the bravest person, then, reflect a 
moment regarding whom God would choose. Ask volunteers to share 
their insights. Affirm each person who shares. Inspire members with a 
profound thought, namely, that to God, the bravest people in the world 
are not arrogant, but humbly encourage others with “consolation,” “fel-
lowship,” “affection,” and “compassion” (Philippians 2:1).

 3. Prior to the session, prepare a poster board or prepare to project words 
on a screen. Write the following title on a poster board or a digital doc-
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ument, “Empowering Words that Encourage Everyone.” While point-
ing out the poster’s title to the class, note that in Philippians 2:1, Paul 
wishes that church members experience encouraging words. Ask partic-
ipants, What are some empowering words of encouragement you have heard 
in your life that you could share with people around you? Make bullet points 
on the poster or document and record participants’ answers. Great an-
swers are words such as, “God will go before you,” “Christ walks with 
you through the storm,” or “When God closes a door, He often opens a 
window.” Smile and laugh comfortingly with participants. After many 
people have suggested empowering words, say, God gives us strength to 
offer words of comfort and He also nurtures the healing process afterward. 
Charge participants never to let a day pass without sharing an empow-
ering word of comfort to someone.

 4. Note that, in Philippians 2:2-3, Paul commands same-mindedness and 
prohibits selfishness. Prior to the session, think of an episode from 
yours or your children’s younger years in which something (a certain 
toy, the proverbial cookie in the cookie jar, or something in the grocery 
store) was demanded and caused great stress in the family. Attempt to 
highlight a very comical episode that shows the follies of human nature 
(perhaps prepare and show a funny video revealing family stress when 
each person wanted his or her way during confinement to the home).

 5. Open a discussion regarding the difficult nature of living during the re-
cent confinement to our homes.

   a.  Ask for volunteers to describe the unique pressures of being with 
family or with loved ones in extended and close proximity. Allow 
time for answers. Note how unity grows in a home when each one 
chooses love and puts away selfish ambition. Rejoice that God’s 
Word in Philippians 2:4 is so true and practical for life today. Also, 
remind participants that churches are like biological families be-
cause we are a family. Remind them that, as Paul instructs, family 
members are only prepared for unity when each look beyond self 
to “…the interests of others” (2:4).
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   b.  Ask for quick replies regarding what others’ interests might be in 
the local church. Encourage and affirm those with replies.

Encourage Application

 6. At the conclusion of the lesson, ask members to partner up with some-
one sitting near them. Ask each group to share with each other the 
needs of people outside the class. Next, ask the groups to pray for each 
other and encourage one-another to give empowering words and to live 
in unity in the week ahead.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Enlist a member to read Philippians 2:1-2.

 2. Provide the class with a glimpse of the background behind Paul’s words 
in Philippians 2. Remind members that, as Paul writes, he is fastened 
with prison chains, yet he is writing this letter to the church at Philippi 
to prepare them to face fast-approaching, arrogant, false missionaries. 
Guide with the following thought: In the early fog of a coming battle 
for grace, Paul highlights the attitudes needed to guard church unity, 
namely, “consolation,” “fellowship,” “affection,” and “compassion” (2:1). 
Believers will need to put others’ needs before their own needs in total 
dedication to unity (2:2-3).

Guide Bible Study

 3. Prior to class, write the words, “Uniformity and Unity” on a poster board 
or be prepared to project the words onto a screen. Beside the word “Uni-
formity,” write “Agreeing to a single standard of behavior or appear-
ance” (perhaps comically turn in a circle, moving like a robot in order 
to dramatize the meaning of uniformity). Allow for laughter. Beside the 
word, “Unity,” write, “Harmony in attitudes and purposes.” Enlist a par-
ticipant to read 2:1-2. Note that Paul encouraged acts of compassion in 
verse one, and in verse two, encouraged unity (“Same-mindedness,” or 
being “same-souled”).

 4. Show the page on which you wrote, “Uniformity and Unity.” Ask the 
question, How might promoting uniformity be harmful to our Christian 
witness? Wait for responses. Note that if believers act in uniformity, 
nonbelievers might perceive that Christianity is a religion created by 
people. Rejoice that unity convinces the world that Christ is alive and 
among us!
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 5. Enlist a participant to read Philippians 2:3-4. Remind members that 
biblical unity is radical according to Paul. To Paul, unity means believ-
ers place others’ needs before their own. Open a discussion regarding 
common needs in the church, that when met, increase the unity of the 
fellowship. Ask, What are several needs of people in the local church we 
can meet, and thereby, increase the unity of the church? Allow time for re-
sponses. Enlist a volunteer to read John 17:2 and note that unity shows 
the world we are a loving family of which Christ is Lord.

Encourage Application

 6. Remind the class that Paul said church unity would complete his joy. 
Reflect upon the fact that, of all the blessings that could cause complete 
joy in Paul’s heart, unity was the icing on the cake that brought pleasure 
to Paul. If the Philippian church would simply choose like-mindedness, 
a huge smile of joy would form on Paul’s face.

   a. Read the causes of joy in the sidebar “Joy in Paul’s Letters”:
    • There is joy in suffering (Romans 5:3)
    • The Kingdom of God is joy (Romans 14:17)
    • The God of Hope fills with joy (Romans 15:13)
    • The fruit of the Spirit is joy (Galatians 5:22)
    • There is joy in the Lord (Philippians 4:4)
    • Believers are Paul’s joy (1 Thessalonians 2:19-20)
   b.  Allow two minutes for members to silently pray that the church 

would gather as God’s unified family so the love of Christ would 
reach every soul in our community. Finally, as the teacher, pray for 
Christ to be known because of the amazing unity and selflessness 
of the local church.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

This passage (Philippians 2:5-11) introduces a Christ-centered hymn, which 
holds up Jesus Christ as the model of our humility.1 While the hymn offers 
a theological look at the character of Christ, Paul used the hymn to teach 
the Philippian church how to live like Christ through their actions.2 Bible 
scholars agree this was a hymn or a section of a liturgical worship reading.3 
However, there is also some evidence that this section might be an early con-
fession of faith.4

The hymn addresses three stages of the theology of Christ:
1.  The Son of God lowered His divine status by choosing to become a 

man.
2.  The Son of Man humbled Himself by obediently accepting His own 

death on the cross.
3.  Christ the King was exalted and raised up to His high status in Heaven 

and before the entire earth.
The imagery of this hymn connects to Revelation 5:6-14 by the image of 

the slaughtered lamb standing in the throne room of Heaven. There are many 
references within the New Testament connecting Jesus Christ as a lamb (1 
Corinthians 5:7; Acts 8:32; 1 Peter 1:19; and throughout Revelation).5 The 
Old Testament prophecy of Isaiah 53:7 is the source of the connection be-
tween the lamb being led to slaughter and Christ’s death on the cross.6

John’s vision in Revelation 5:6-14 shows the exaltation of the Lamb of 
God. We see the elders and the creatures of Heaven kneeling before the Lamb 
as they sing to Him. Finally, the passage depicts all the creatures of the earth 
praising the Lamb and worshiping Him.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Christ Is Our Greatest Example (2:5)

This verse provides a bridge from verses 1-4 to verses 6-11. Verse 5 serves 
to connect the previously discussed subject of practicing humility in Chris-
tian community with this hymn regarding the character of Jesus Christ. Paul 
provided a note instructing the Philippian church to take these attitudes per-
sonally. Paul addressed this idea of having the same humble attitude as Jesus 
Christ in Philippians 2:1-4.

There is an assumption among contemporary scholars that this was a 
common hymn sung in many of the early churches.7 Though some biblical 
scholars debate the source of this hymn and its structure (e.g. it’s a hymn, it’s 
a creed, Paul included his commentary in the hymn), the purpose of the text 
is to teach something about the person and character of Jesus Christ. The 
text also reveals a depth to the theology of Christ in the early church. Paul’s 
use of this hymn in this letter is a connection between the theology of the 
hymn and the ethical practice of Christian living. Paul hoped to encourage 
the Philippian church to act in humility and unity as a corporate body of 
believers.

The Greek poses some translation difficulty, since there is no verb con-
nected to the second clause.8 While theologians argue about the grammar 
and the theology of the verse, the simplest view of this verse is that it is an 
instruction for the body of Christ (aka “the church”) to put on the mind of 
Christ. In other words, Paul wanted the Philippian church to think in the 
same way that Christ is described in this hymn.9

The Son of God Emptied Himself (2:6-7)

2:6. This verse begins the Christ-centered hymn. This hymn teaches us 
about Christ’s divinity and about His humanity. The theological term is keno-
sis, which refers to the process by which Christ “emptied Himself.” Kenosis 
comes from the Greek, κEvOῦV, which means “to empty.”10
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Verse 6 introduces two concepts, the first being that Jesus “existed in the 
form of God.” The hymn begins before Christ’s embodiment in the flesh. The 
verse implies that Christ experienced equality with God in this pre-incarnate 
state, yet He gave it up from a position of humility.11 Humility is a state of 
low status or rank. However, it is more than just a state of being, humility is 
taking a modest self-view opposite of pride.12

The second concept introduced is that Jesus “did not regard equality with 
God a thing to be grasped.” This verse presents “equality with God” as a fact 
and springs out of the previous statement of Jesus’ existence in the “form 
of God.” The conservative view has been that Jesus existed as a part of the 
Triune Godhead from the very beginning.

This word “grasped” has the sense of holding onto something owned by 
right.13 Don’t confuse it with the grasping that Adam and Eve undertook 
when the serpent promised they could be like God (Genesis 3:1-7). Their 
grasping was for something that was not theirs by right, whereas Christ re-
leased something that was His by right.

2:7. Verse 7 introduces kenosis, which is the idea that Christ emptied Him-
self. Another way of saying this is that Christ set aside His privileges as the 
Son of God. The original view of kenosis was that Christ completely stripped 
Himself of His divinity to become human, this view creates a level of theolog-
ical error.14 “Hypostatic union” is the common conservative view that Christ 
existed simultaneously as both God and man,15 and it is a mystery as to how 
Jesus could be both at the same time.16 Christ chose a humble form of exis-
tence when He became human. When He set aside His divine privilege and 
His divine glory, He took the form of a servant and upon His death, He was 
poured out even further still.17

The Son of Man Humbled Himself (2:8)

The text says Jesus “emptied Himself” (Philippians 2:7) and “humbled Him-
self” (Philippians 2:8). Christ emptied Himself and humbled Himself deliber-
ately at His own personal expense. Even by coming to earth as a human king, 
Jesus would have been taking a lower position. However, He went lower still 
by coming in the “form of a bond-servant,” which is a slave, the humblest of 
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humans. Jesus’ purpose was not to fight for His own rights, but to do battle 
on our behalf.18 Jesus was not surprised at the reaction against Him. While 
He was being betrayed, He did not bemoan about how wrong it was. As they 
judged Him, He did not grumble and mutter about the oppression of His per-
sonal rights. As they beat Him and nailed Him to the cross, He did not make 
loud speeches to the crowds about injustice. He went to the cross quietly, 
knowing He was fulfilling a greater plan that counted on His humility and 
His death.

God Exalted Him (2:9-11)

The first half of the hymn is about loss, emptying, slavery, humility, and 
death. Verse 9 begins the second half of the hymn by introducing Christ’s ex-
altation, first by God, then by all of creation. The phrase “for this reason also” 
proposes that this exaltation results from Christ’s pouring out.19 There seems 
to be a clear cause effect that Jesus making the choice for humiliation is the 
reason God exalted Him. By giving up His rights and all that was His, He 
gained everything: high praise, high honor, and high position. Theologians 
have debated this concept because they don’t want people to think they can 
earn glory through self-denial. It is important to recognize that the Father 
gave the gift of exaltation to His Son.20

This exaltation was special. The text says “God highly exalted Him” (Phi-
lippians 2:9). But the sense of the Greek text is that this was the highest 
exaltation possible. Some theologians have used the term “super-exaltation” 
to indicate there was no higher form of exaltation.21 The loftiest heights are a 
contrast to the lowest lows of a death on the cross.

Bringing the hymn to a close is the idea that all of creation will bend 
their knees and speak out acknowledgment that Jesus Christ is the new king. 
These are humble acts of submission taken at the crowning of a new king or 
when a nation loses the battle and comes under the new king’s authority.22
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Focusing on the Meaning

The kenosis of Christ provides an example to the church. We are not to lower 
ourselves or be self-deprecating with the expectation of earning higher sta-
tus or reward. However, Scripture is clear that taking the humble path will 
result in a reward in Heaven, which will be much greater than any reward that 
could be earned here on earth.

Jesus addresses the paradox of the “first” and the “last” in the parable of 
the rich young ruler (Matthew 19:16-30) and again in the parable of the la-
borers in the vineyard (Matthew 20:1-16). In fact, Matthew has given a view 
of many who were considered the “last” in society to expect any great reward: 
lepers, blind men, a paralytic, a Canaanite woman, and a tax collector. These 
were the lowest of society. They were a drain on society and considered un-
worthy of anything positive. And the “first” were those who were opposite. 
They were those who had high status and wealth. They were considered of 
great value by society and have access to many rewards. But God’s perspec-
tive is different from society’s perspective. God often looks at society’s “last” 
and considers it to be “first” and vice versa.23

Paul wanted the Philippian church to serve each other humbly because 
this is taking on the character of Jesus Christ. Paul’s foremost goal was for 
the church to reflect Christ and be an example for the world. The reason for 
Paul to include this hymn was because of Philippians 2:3-4. When we practice 
putting others before ourselves, we do it because we understand what Christ 
did for us by dying on the cross. Our practice is a result of having the mind of 
Christ within us (Philippians 2:5).24
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Enlist a volunteer to read the introductory story from the Study Guide 
regarding Benny, the middle school student whose attitude was very 
unpredictable.

 2. Remind participants that Benny could have a productive day if given 
purpose or reward. Open a class discussion about each member’s atti-
tudes toward daily tasks or his or her job. Specifically, ask, What meth-
ods have you used, whether self-pep talks or rewards, to keep your attitude 
positive during your work? Allow time for responses. Note to the class 
how truly effective a little purpose or a little reward can be in bright-
ening one’s attitude toward work. Instruct the class that today, along 
with the church at Philippi, we will be commanded by Paul to live each 
moment with the attitude of Christ.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Note to the class the serious nature of the battle the ancient Philippian 
church members were facing: False missionaries were fast approaching 
the church to convert the Philippians’ allegiance to an anti-gospel, tra-
dition-based doctrine. Thus, a battle was on the horizon, and Paul was 
writing to equip believers to face the coming conflict.

 4. Enlist a person to read Philippians 2:5. Say, Notice Paul commands be-
lievers to, “Have this mind (of Christ) among yourselves…” Note that this 
command means to have Christ’s attitude.

   a.  Describe the following comical scenario: What if there was a de-
vice that when strapped to your arm/pulse could chart your daily, 
average attitude.
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   b.  Ask, If the above device were strapped to your arm, would the device 
read NEGATIVE, MODERATE, or POSITIVE attitude? Be sure to re-
ceive answers with laughter and light heartedness. Be transparent 
about yourself as the teacher. Point out with enthusiasm that Paul 
is commanding us to make an inventory of our attitudes and to 
reshape our minds into the mind of Christ.

 5. Note that reshaping one’s attitude is likely the hardest of life’s chal-
lenges. Yet, according to Paul, serious reflection upon Christ’s life can 
reshape our attitudes (Philippians 2:5-9).

 6. Say, Serious reflection upon the sacrifice of Christ can have an amazing in-
fluence upon our minds. Continue by saying, I want to illustrate this by 
reflecting upon a sacrifice. I want us to remember the hard labor of health 
professionals in the past months of the Coronavirus outbreak. Ask, Do you 
feel, at this very moment, how your attitude shifts when you think of the 
hard labor of health professionals in these times? Why? Allow time for an-
swers. Note that this labor of love causes many people to swell attitudes 
of gratitude even when confined and jobless.

 7. Open a discussion about attitude shifts when we begin to reflect upon 
Christ.

   a.  Ask, Why does simply thinking about the sacrifice of Christ cause a 
changed mind? Allow time for responses. Note that the sacrifice 
of Christ causes gratitude in our hearts as we realize the great 
lengths that Christ went in order to save us from our sins.

   b.  Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 2:5-9. Ask participants to 
notice how a glimpse of Christ’s full sacrifice totally shifts our fo-
cus away from self and to an attitude of service.

Encourage Application

 8. Read verses from the Study Guide’s sidebar entitled, “Humble Yet Filled 
With Strength in Paul’s Letters.” Ask participants, In what practical 
ways, can we practice emptying ourselves that God may fill us? Encourage 
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answers such as the following: We lay down pride and God fills with in-
timacy (Philippians 3:8); we give up on anxious plans; and we are filled 
with Christ’s priorities of loving others (Galatians 2:20). We recognize 
weaknesses, then Christ’s strength flows through us (2 Corinthians 
12:10). Ask for two volunteers to pray for the following: Pray that be-
lievers can discover what needs to be emptied from our lives. Next, pray 
for each believer to discern the joy of a full and abundant life in Christ.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. In last week’s lesson entitled, “United in Spirit,” we learned that Paul 
desired unity in the church. If the church would choose unity, Christ’s 
work in Macedonia would progress and be protected. Paul made a very 
personal note that the church’s unity would complete his joy, even as he 
sat there in prison.

 2. Today, we will focus upon acquiring the attitudes required for the church 
to experience the unity that brings great joy.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Enlist a person to read Philippians 2:5-7. Note that Paul commands us 
to have the mind, “attitude,” of Christ. Ask members to examine Philip-
pians 2:6-7 and locate Christ’s attitude, namely, the attitude we are to 
emulate. Enlist volunteers to share what they discovered from verses 
6-7. Affirm those responding and note that Christ had the attitude of 
amazing humility when He emptied Himself and chose to serve (Philip-
pians 2:7b).

 4. Remind participants that Paul’s central aim in referencing the great 
“Kenosis hymn” (Hymn of Emptying) in Philippians 2:6-9 is to shape 
the Philippians’ minds into the form of Christ’s mind. He commands 
believers to, “Have this attitude in yourselves” (2:5). He then gives an-
other portrait of Christ’s attitude in pictorial terms. Enlist a person to 
read Philippians 2:8. After the reading, note that Christ, “. . . humbled 
Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a 
cross” (Philippians 2:8b).

   a.  Inquire, What thought processes are required to die a grizzly and 
shameful death on a public cross for others? Allow time for responses.

   b.  Note that indeed, in Christ’s agony and attitude of humble obedi-
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ence, He was thinking of His love for the Father. With confidence, 
declare to members, There is no better way in all the world to pre-
pare yourself to face the challenges of life than reflecting upon the 
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ!

 5. Read the sidebar entitled, “Crucifixion.” Note that Jesus willingly faced 
the crucifixion. Also remind members that crucifixion represented the 
Romans’ way to prolong suffering and cause maximum pain and shame. 
Remind participants that Jesus died in absolute agony on the cross. 
However, He overcame the shame and even death.

   a.  Read Philippians 2:9. Rejoice with the participants that, because 
Jesus “emptied” Himself, God filled Him with honor, and gave 
Him the highest of all names—The Lord Jesus Christ.

   b.  Remind members that every person will someday bow in obedi-
ence to Him. Jesus went from emptiness to fullness. Inspire and 
comfort members that the same emptying and filling occurs in our 
lives because Christ lives in us.

Encourage Application

 6. Prior to the session, acquire a touching portrait of Jesus hanging on the 
cross along with a portrait of the empty tomb. You may also acquire a 
digital image to be projected on the screen. Near the end of the lesson, 
display the portraits of the cross and the empty tomb. Invite partici-
pants to spend 2-3 minutes studying the images of Christ’s death and 
resurrection. Rejoice with the class that all of us can live each day with 
the mind of Christ cleansing and guiding our minds and hearts. Enlist a 
member to pray for the mind of Christ to overcome every fear and guide 
us to a place of perfect peace and service in God’s Kingdom. (A copy of 
this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study 
at www.baptistwaypress.org.)



lesson 7

Focal Text

Philippians 2:12-18
Background

1 Corinthians 9:24-27; 
1 Peter 2:9-17

Working Out 
Your Salvation

MAIN IDEA

God must work in us before He can 
work through us.

QUESTION TO EXPLORE

What does it mean to “work out your 
own salvation?”

TEACHING AIM

To lead adults to understand that joy 
comes from submission

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Scripture teaches there is a beginning point to our salvation, the point of re-
pentance and justification—the time of our core/faith commitment to Jesus 
Christ—this is only the beginning. We are to engage with the Holy Spirit to 
“work out” our salvation. This is known as sanctification, a process to grow 
into maturity, into becoming like Christ.

Verses 12-18 are an emphatic urging of the previous verses. Paul tem-
pered this urging with “dear friends” and used a template of “as Christ showed 
so should we.” These verses are connected to verses 2-4 and the exhortations 
Paul previously mentioned concerning joy, unity, humility, and servanthood. 
He is pointedly urging them in love. Verses 13-14 are important to under-
standing the doctrine of sanctification as Paul used the term of “work out 
your salvation” (2:12).

God first does a work through justification. Our justification enables us 
to have standing of Christ’s righteousness in relationship to God. This work 
of declaration in us enables His character to be reflected in our actions and 
attitude. Christ’s example of humility, submission, and obedience (selfless-
ness, service, and sacrifice) give us a pattern to follow.

The process of sanctification begins at the moment of salvation with a 
proper standing of justification offered freely by Jesus. In verse 13, Paul talk-
ed about the work God does in us that enables us to have a change of desire 
and actions through sanctification. This process continues throughout the 
believer’s lifetime as the Holy Spirit continues to come alongside you through 
your relationship with God. Many times we try to do it backwards. We try to 
act our way into a new way of thinking instead of allowing God to do a Holy 
work in us that enables our desires and actions to come to a more sanctified 
state.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Working Out Your Salvation, Sanctification, and Obedience

Our English word for salvation comes from a Latin root “salve” meaning to 
be made whole. The Greek word is sōtēria, which means salvation, and pres-
ervation.

While there must always be a beginning point in our salvation experi-
ence, the point of repentance and justification, the process of our faith com-
mitment to Jesus Christ continues beyond the beginning. We are to “work 
out” our salvation, to grow into maturity, into the full stature of Christ. Ev-
erything Paul wrote pointed to that end. In this passage, he offered a map for 
us to work out our salvation.

Sōtēria, salvation, involves faith (Ephesians 2:8; 2 Timothy 3:15; 1 Peter 
1:9). We do not obey in order to be saved, we have greater obedience because 
we have experienced salvation and are continually experiencing salvation 
through sanctification. Paul’s overarching teaching was, we are justified by 
grace through faith. The two primary ingredients of it are trust and obedience. 
Paul wrote of the Thessalonians’ obedience (2 Thessalonians 1:8). In Romans 
1:8, he wrote of “your faith” and in Romans 16:19 of “your obedience,” clearly 
meaning the same thing. In Romans 1:5, he used the phrase “obedience of 
faith.”

Our Outward Actions Are Governed by and a Reflection of 
Our Inward Attitudes

Paul said in verse 14, “Do all things without complaining and disputing.” Paul 
taught that outward actions such as grumbling or arguing are the opposing 
contents of what they are to be (blameless and pure, “children of God with-
out fault in a warped and crooked generation”). We are to obey—to take God 
at His word, to have our faithful conviction that God’s promises in Christ 
are true. This obedience enables Christlike character to develop within us 
through the working of the Holy Spirit.

Obedience is crucial to sanctification. There is also a degree of obedience 
that involves an extravagant abandonment. The extravagance of Paul’s obedi-
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ence is shocking: “I am being poured out like a drink offering on the sacrifice and 
service coming from your faith” (Philippians 2:17).

We express our obedience to Christ in our most basic approach to life 
through an attitude of obedience and abandoning ourselves in faith to the 
process of sanctification. Our joy we experience in the Christian life comes 
from submission to the leading of the Holy Spirit and obedience to His Word. 
When we substitute this joy with our plans, our dreams, and our fulfillment, 
these substitutions are a source, for a large part, of the lack of joy we expe-
rience.

Our trust in Christ must bring us to the point of abandonment. This 
willingness to pour out our lives, believing that we don’t need to, nor can we, 
control the future. Our future belongs to God. Paul made a point regarding 
abandonment. We pour out our lives “as a drink offering,” as a sacrifice, for the 
sake of others and for the Glory of God.

Old Testament sacrifices were normally accompanied by a drink offering 
of wine (2 Kings 16:13; Numbers 6:17; Hosea 9:4). Paul found the metaphor 
meaningful and with pragmatic application. As an apostle of the Gentiles, 
Paul saw himself as an offering, a sacrifice on behalf of others. We need to re-
cover that dimension of sanctification to the priesthood of all believers—the 
willingness to offer ourselves, to abandon ourselves in sacrificial ministry for 
others.

Joy in All Circumstances

Even though I am in prison, Paul said, being poured out as a sacrifice, “I am 
glad and rejoice with you all…you also be glad and rejoice with me” (2:17-18). 
This recurring theme of Paul’s is an essential ingredient in working out our 
salvation.

“In fear and trembling,” is a continual awareness of the awe that a per-
son experiences in the presence of God. With trembling wonder, we are to 
recognize God’s presence. In all circumstances, even in pain, suffering, loss, 
death, prison, uncertainty, and perplexity, the salvation process is going on 
for those who love and trust the Lord. Joy is an ongoing internal disposition 
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regardless of external circumstances. This joy is from God and is used for God 
according to His good purpose.

Focusing on the Meaning

Our Joy Comes From Submission

We worship an exalted Lord seated on the throne of the universe. Jesus 
Christ’s life, death, and resurrection conclusively showed that the way to be 
exalted is to be humbled before God. Joy is found in submission to God’s will. 
There is joy found in submissive obedience but no joy or peace in pride and 
self-seeking. When we have the submissive mind of Christ, we will have the 
joy and peace that He alone can give regardless of circumstances.

The joy found in submission enables and empowers our sacrifice and ser-
vice. This was true of Christ (2:7-8), Paul (2:17), Timothy (2:21-22), and Epa-
phroditus (2:30). The single-minded obedience leads to the submissive mind: 
as we seek to live for Christ, we live for others.

Simply put, Christians allow God to work in them. The flesh cannot “work 
up” submission, humility, obedience, or dedication; this is a work of the Holy 
Spirit. God works in us before He works through us, and He uses the Word 
(1 Thessalonians 2:13), the Spirit (Ephesians 3:16, 20-21), fellowship, and 
prayer.

Paul portrayed the submissiveness of believers as obedient children of 
God, seeking to honor the Father; as stars shining in a dark world; and as 
runners who hold out their batons to the next runner. In verses 17-18, Paul 
described himself as a drink-offering being poured out on the altar. Where 
there is the submissive mind, the humble mind, there will also be sacrifice 
and service.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Lead a brainstorming session on this topic: What is the purpose of 
stars? As ideas are given, write them on a white board, chalkboard, or 
poster board. Some answers might include such ideas as: they provide 
light in the darkness, they provide direction (north star), they provide 
beauty (“the heavens declare the glory of God” Psalms 19:1), they mark 
time (rising and setting of the sun). Search the internet for pictures of 
stars and galaxies. Print them on sheets of paper (8.5x11) and display 
on a focal wall to support this part of the teaching plan. (A copy of this 
assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at 
www.baptistwaypress.org.)

 2. Say, Dr. Werner Gitt, in his book, The Stars and Their Purpose, writes—
“To my mind, scientific findings and biblical affirmations are inseparable. It 
is a tragic fact of history that these two approaches have diverged and be-
come separated. Did you know that there are 200 billion stars in our galaxy 
and there are at least 100 million galaxies? The sheer number of stars in the 
universe attests to the awesomeness of God’s creation.”

 3. The heading in the NIV Bible version of Philippians 2:12-18 is “Shining 
as Stars” and refers to the fact that when God does a work in us, He 
produces character and joy in our lives. This, in turn, will provide light 
to those who are trying to find their way in a dark world. He uses us to 
declare His hope and glory to those we encounter each day.

Guide Bible Study

 4. Read Philippians 2:12-13. Refer to the phrase, “…continue to work out 
your own salvation with fear and trembling.” Ask, What does this phrase 
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mean to you? Write answers on a white/chalk/poster board. See if your 
group can come to a consensus definition.

 5. Mini Lecture: According to some scholars, this phrase in verse 12 is ad-
dressed to the church, and not necessarily individual members. How-
ever, this passage can be applied to individual members since each 
member is a part of the whole. The Philippian church was still relatively 
young and going through some growing pains, so Paul is encouraging 
them to stay true to their faith in God. He was not telling them they 
should “fear” their salvation, but they should be willing to show rever-
ence and respect for their salvation. As they work through their salva-
tion, they will realize it is God and God alone who has saved them. Paul 
stated (2:13) that God does everything in our lives with a purpose. As 
His followers, we can find hope and peace in His words.

 6. In advance of the study, ask a member of your class to research Philip-
pians 2:14-18. Ask them to be prepared to lead a discussion on what al-
lows us to “shine like stars” in a dark world. Plan to use the sidebar, “The 
Purpose of a Lighthouse,” in the Study Guide to support this discussion. 
In addition, ask them to share with the class what allows us to rejoice 
with Paul as we serve others.

Encourage Application

 7. Say, Paul teaches us to have a healthy respect for our salvation because God 
has done something for us we could not do for ourselves. We have been bought 
with a price, and He has saved us to help others find their way in this dark 
world as we share His good news. Paul is calling us to set aside any petty dis-
agreements we may have and work toward church unity so we may effectively 
carry out the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19-20). If we can do this, 
our sacrifices and service will produce in us, pure joy. This can also happen if 
we are in the process of becoming disciples, that is, regularly working on our 
personal relationship with God.
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 8. Here are questions we will not answer today. However, I would like to 
challenge you to think about them and live with them this week. (A copy 
of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this 
study at www.baptistwaypress.org).

   a.  What are you willing to do to make sure you do not take your sal-
vation for granted?

   b.  What can you offer to our church that will help us “shine like stars” 
in our community?

 9. Close in a silent but guided prayer asking members to ask God to help 
them be prepared to “shine like stars” in the darkness so we can effec-
tively share the good news with others.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Lead a discussion based on this question: What or who can produce uni-
ty in a church?

 2. Keep in mind some of these truths as you conduct the discussion: When 
each individual member is personally working on their relationship 
with God, we seem to accomplish more as a church. Even though we 
may be diverse in our membership (culturally, generationally, spiritual-
ly, etc.), the one constant is our devotion to Jesus Christ and His Word. 
He is our Lord and Savior. He is the One we look to for direction as we 
seek to serve and share His good news.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Ask a member to read Philippians 2:12-13. Ask, What does it mean to “…
continue to work out your own salvation through fear and trembling”? Ask 
someone to read the sidebar, “Fear God,” from the Study Guide to sup-
port these verses.

 4. Distribute to each member of the class a 4x6 card or a half sheet of pa-
per. Ask members to read Philippians 2:14-18 and then to write down 
answers to the following questions: What is the purpose of becoming 
blameless and pure? What do you think Paul meant by “hold out the 
word of life”?” What would cause us to “rejoice with all of you”? Ask 
some of the members to share their answers with the class. (A copy of 
this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study 
at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

 5. Say, In this passage, Paul was pushing believers to a higher calling and better 
living. Paul did this because he knew from personal experience the value that 
comes from a life lived according to God’s plan. Paul said we can become a 
shining light in the darkness. We can bring light to those in our community 
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who are searching for hope, joy, and direction. This is a worthy calling, one 
that challenges each of us to become growing disciples first, and then to make 
disciples as we go about our daily living.

Encourage Application

 6. We have been reminded that chief among our responsibilities is to con-
tinue to learn and grow in our personal relationship with God. In other 
words, we must become the best disciples we can be. This is not an op-
tion, but a responsibility we all share. This is truly something to rejoice 
about. Churches that are growing and vibrant are full of believers who 
are growing in their faith, who are living their faith each day and who 
are willing to share that faith with others.

 7. What are some examples of how our church can be a shining light in our 
community? What will it take for these examples to become reality?

 8. Close in prayer by thanking God for His salvation and asking for His 
guidance as we share His salvation with our community.



lesson 8

Focal Text

Philippians 2:19-30
Background

1 Thessalonians 3:1-10

Servant Leadership

MAIN IDEA

The submissive mind is not a luxury 
but a necessity for Christian joy.

QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Why is both experience and teaching 
necessary in Christian training to 
serve the Lord?

STUDY AIM

To challenge adults to experience 
the Spirit reproducing “the mind of 
Christ” in them

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Paul began this section by letting the readers know he was sending two peo-
ple to minister among them. In letting the church know his intentions, he 
also provides us with a biblical description of servant leadership. He hoped 
to visit them, but his absence was unavoidable due to his enforced captivity. 
He planned to send Timothy and Epaphroditus.

For most journeys we take, the destination is known, including how long 
it’s going to take and what is going to happen upon arrival. But, those of us 
who are Christians know that is not the way it happens on our Christian 
journey.

• It is a journey of surrender.
• It is a journey of obedience.
• We learn it is a faith walk.
• We learn our plans are not necessarily His plans.
• We learn our ways are not necessarily His ways.
• We learn this is a journey in which we are not in control.
And, if one has not reckoned with it yet, one needs to know we also learn 

we do not know the future! As Oswald Chambers said, “We must simply obey 
and leave all the consequences with Him.”

Timothy, as a son in the faith, was led to the Lord Jesus by Paul. He was 
a companion of Paul and proven colleague. He had served as a source of en-
couragement as Paul was writing from captivity. Timothy had a uniqueness 
in the relationship with Paul, which enabled him to minister to the Philippian 
Church. He is a model of encouragement having served with Paul in the Gos-
pel work. His life was characterized by power, love, and self-control.

Epaphroditus was originally sent to Paul by the Philippian church to 
deliver supplies and then continued serving the Lord by serving Paul. The 
church had thought of Him as a deliverer of a care package but Paul saw him 
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as a brother, co-worker, and fellow soldier. He worked with Paul till he fell ill 
and then thought more about not worrying others.

Each of these men were living examples of what every church needs. They 
were close with one another, working toward the same goal, and sharing the 
same trial. They were devoted, faithful, and self-sacrificing. They both dis-
played qualities of the mind of Christ as servant leaders and had been proven 
in their ministry to and with Paul.

Interpreting the Scriptures

Servant Leadership—We Each Have a Frontstage and Back-
stage Life

Many years ago, I had a friend quip about another person, “They had a lot in 
the showroom but nothing in the warehouse.” This can be said about any of 
us to some degree. We each have a front-facing life that others see. It is where 
we are noticed, appraised, and where most people focus upon. This frontstage 
life is all about doing.

The backstage life is really our private world. There are no spotlights of 
notoriety backstage. It is probably messier than our carefully curated front-
stage. Our two stages are very interconnected. The backstage is what makes 
the frontstage happen!

Our frontstage is all about doing. The backstage is all about being. They 
are both interrelated.

Colossians 3:4 says, “When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you 
also will appear with him in glory.” When you give your life to Christ, He 
wants all areas. He becomes your life, front and back. He wants you more 
than your ministry. He offers to become your life.

We, ever so slyly, become accustomed to allowing Jesus to be part of our 
life and try to insert many things in His place. Our titles, our ministry, our 
family, etc. can cause us to believe that it is all up to us.
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Who Are You Without Your Position, Your Title, Your Place 
in Life?

There had been a sign above the desk in my study that was simply printed. I 
have used the words printed upon its paper as something of a steering wheel. 
The three questions have guided me:

• Do you really believe people need Jesus?
• Do you really believe He is working in our lives?
• Are you really living the life He had in mind for you?
Being a follower of Christ is the only title I need, but I must continually 

accept His title as Lord!

Jesus Offers to Become Our Life

Matthew 11:28-30 says, “Are you tired? Worn out? Burned out on reli-
gion? Come to me. Get away with me and you’ll recover your life. I’ll show you 
how to take a real rest. Walk with me and work with me—watch how I do it. 
Learn the unforced rhythms of grace. I won’t lay anything heavy or ill-fitting 
on you. Keep company with me and you’ll learn to live freely and lightly” (The 
Message, MSG).

When you get squeezed, you are not who you want to be, or what you 
think you are. You are who you have become: developed by a lifetime of char-
acter and a lifetime of relationship with Jesus. In the good times God is de-
veloping our confidence, and in the low times He is developing our character.

Messengers Bring Encouragement and Extension of Minis-
try (2:19-28)

2:19. Paul was being held captive by the Roman government and was unable 
to freely travel. He continued his ministry by writing to several churches.

2:20-23. Timothy was led to faith and discipled by Paul. He had a mature 
faith that would fit the needs of the church to whom Paul was sending him. 
He had a demonstrated concern, and a proven relationship through ministry 
with Paul.
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2:25-28. We know very little about Epaphroditus. He was only mentioned 
in this letter from Paul. His name means “Charming.” Paul’s love for him was 
reflected in the words he used to describe him. Paul called him “brother,” 
even though they were very different backgrounds, being Greek and Jew. 
The grace of God had broken down these physical distinctions in Christ. 
Paul called him a fellow-worker because Epaphroditus shared in Paul’s work 
of ministry. Paul used the term “fellow soldier” because they had a shared 
understanding that together they were not merely working but involved in 
spiritual warfare.

Epaphroditus had been sent as a messenger by the Philippian church to 
deliver supplies to Paul during his time of incarceration. He had gone be-
yond the call of duty and stayed with Paul in ministry. He had become ill and 
almost died in his work for Christ. He has concerns for the sending church 
having heard that he had almost died from the illness. Paul is writing to make 
sure Epaphroditus’s reputation as a trusted messenger stays strong having 
assured the sending church that he had surpassed expectations of his respon-
sibility.

Biblical Response to Messengers That Have Been Sent 
(2:29-30)

Paul’s desire was for the Philippians to greet Epaphroditus with joy and ap-
preciation for his faithfulness in ministry on their behalf and with gratitude 
to God for preserving his life. Paul wanted them to esteem him because of 
his spirit of putting aside his own comfort and convenience for the cause 
of Christ (2:30). Epaphroditus served, therefore, as another example of one 
who was seized by the mind of Christ.

Focusing on the Meaning

A major lesson for us here is to realize the people of God are not to take faith-
ful servants of Christ for granted, but rather to hold them in high esteem. 
Paul instructs the church to receive these servants with “great joy” and “hon-
or.” When we receive a servant, we are to welcome him in the Lord with great 
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joy and honor people like him. Epaphroditus risked his life to make up for the 
help they could not personally give.

A faithful servant shows the character qualities of a servant leader. The 
qualities of a servant leader are developed in the private world of a leader but 
show up in the frontstage of their life.

There was a time in life when I resigned my position at a church and began 
working in a car dealership. After I resigned, we were able to do something 
we never had been able to do in almost 20 years of marriage. We experienced 
being a visitor of numerous churches. I never realized the impact these ex-
periences would have on my life. I learned a deep personal insight into what 
God had been using at a car dealership to teach me about ministry:

• God is working in every person’s life that crosses your path.
• Optimism and confidence impact those around you.
• Arrogance repels people, so does incompetence.
• Help people through a process of revitalization.
• Do not assume people know what you know.
• Do not overload with information.
• Speak to their interests, not just yours.
• Be interested in others.
• Be thankful when you recognize God is in control.
Many churches seem to have an unspoken code that says you must act 

confidant and secure in life. In reality many people have multiple hurdles to 
overcome in confidence and optimism. They need a seasoned guide to lead 
them.

Many people are living broken lives. There is no power in the brokenness. 
The power comes in living lives of revitalized brokenness. The difference is in 
your faith and hope. You build the bridge with love.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Search the internet for quotes about servant leadership and place these 
on a sheet of paper. When class members arrive, distribute this list of 
quotes to each class member. Lead a discussion of servant leadership 
by asking such questions as: What is your favorite quote and why? Is 
servant leadership something anyone can participate in? Why or why 
not? What are some key characteristics of a servant leader? (A copy of 
this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study 
at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

 2. Today we will discover two servant leaders and their characteristics. 
We will also consider how we might experience a joyful life of service 
through a submissive mind.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Say, In our Scripture passage for today, Paul knew he would not be able to go 
to Philippi any time soon so he would be sending Timothy and Epaphroditus 
as his representatives until he himself could come. During this time, Paul was 
in Rome in prison awaiting trial. His hope was to send worthy representa-
tives so they could report to Paul how the church was doing. Paul was certain 
that when word made its way back to his prison cell in Rome, it would be a 
positive encouragement to him.

 4. Divide your class into two groups. One called the Timothy Group and 
the other the Epaphroditus Group. Write the following assignments on 
a half sheet of paper for each group. (A copy of this assignment is avail-
able in “Teaching Resource Items” for this study at www.baptistway-
press.org.)
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   a.  Timothy Group—read Philippians 2:19-24. Can you identify the 
characteristics of Timothy in this passage? Is there one of these 
you think might be the most important? Do you think Timothy is 
a servant leader? Be prepared to report your findings to the rest of 
the class and have someone write your characteristics on a white/
black board.

   b.  Epaphroditus Group—read Philippians 2:25-30. Can you identify 
the characteristics of Epaphroditus in this passage? Is there one of 
these you think might be the most important? Do you think Epa-
phroditus is a servant leader? Be prepared to report your findings 
to the rest of the class and have someone write your characteris-
tics on a white/black board.

Encourage Application

 5. Say, We all have a calling to be servant leaders just like Timothy and Epa-
phroditus did; however, we must allow God to develop His characteristics 
within us. He must do something in us before He can do something through 
us.

 6. How can we prepare our church members to become servant leaders? 
What role are you willing to play to help us equip and challenge our 
members to become servant leaders? Close in prayer by thanking God 
for His call on our lives. Ask Him to help us respond to His call in a pos-
itive way.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Guide your class members to help you come up with a list of character-
istics of servant leaders. Ask someone to write these characteristics on 
a focal wall entitled “Servant Leadership.”

 2. Say, Based on these characteristics, would someone like to offer a simple defi-
nition of Servant Leadership? Write the definition on the focal wall.

 3. Say, Here is another definition offered by Robert K. Greenleaf, founder of the 
modern servant leadership movement and the Greenleaf Center for Servant 
Leadership. “The servant-leader is a servant first, it begins with a natural 
feeling that one wants to serve and to serve first, as opposed to wanting pow-
er, influence, fame, or wealth.” We will identify two servant leaders in our 
Scripture passage today and discuss what we can learn about servant leader-
ship from them.

Guide Bible Study

 4. Ask the class to read Philippians 2:19-24 silently and to look for the 
leadership characteristics of Timothy. Guide the class in a discussion 
of Timothy and his characteristics. Ask, Do these characteristics indicate 
that Timothy is a servant leader? Why or why not?

 5. Ask the class to read Philippians 2:25-30 silently and to look for the 
leadership characteristics of Epaphroditus. Guide the class in a discus-
sion of Epaphroditus and his characteristics. Ask, Do these characteris-
tics indicate that Epaphroditus is a servant leader? Why or why not?

 6. Say, Paul was high on Timothy and Epaphroditus because he was confi-
dent they would be faithful, capable, and willing to serve and encourage the 
church in Philippi. Paul knew they would bring him a positive, realistic report 
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and would be able to guide the church to an authentic understanding of the 
gospel.

Encourage Application

 7. God showed His confidence in us by calling us to prepare to be His ser-
vant leaders. He may be challenging us to move outside our comfort 
zones and to serve folks who may not be like us. Missions and ministry 
are many times just across the street in our own neighborhoods. He 
wants and needs servant leaders who will submit to Him and follow 
Him wherever he leads. Will you respond to His calling?

 8. Ask God to change our hearts and desires so we will follow Him more 
closely. Ask Him to help us and our church to become known for servant 
leadership.



lesson 9

Focal Text

Philippians 3:1-11
Background

Luke 18:9-14

Count It All Loss

MAIN IDEA

In view of the value of knowing 
Christ, religious credits are worthless.

QUESTION TO EXPLORE

Jim Elliot said this: “He is no fool 
to give what he cannot keep to gain 
what he cannot lose.” What does that 
mean to you?

TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to learn that 
their lives do not depend on the 
cheap things of this world but in the 
eternal values found in Christ

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Paul continued his thought from the previous chapter in distinguishing gen-
uine and false faith and servanthood.

Jesus is not looking for people who will give their spare evenings to 
Him—or their weekends—or treat Him as a religious or moral hobby. He 
seeks those who will freely give Him first place in their lives in their own 
brokenness.

Usually when something is broken, its value declines or disappears al-
together. Broken dishes, broken bottles, and broken mirrors are generally 
scrapped. But it is not that way in God’s Kingdom. God puts a premium on 
broken things—especially on broken people. Our brokenness appeals to His 
compassion and power. Part of His purpose for our lives is that we should be 
broken to be made whole as a servant leader.

Paul was writing from captivity. He had endured an adult lifetime of 
hardship. Paul’s motives had been questioned throughout his adult life. He 
had endured blindness at his calling, shipwrecks, stoning, trials, and tribu-
lation that had broken him in a godly manner. Paul had been broken by the 
events of his life journey but had emerged. He had been made whole through 
the process.

Paul had a deep understanding that God’s process of leadership will cause 
us to exchange fleshly attributes for faithful righteousness. God will try to 
break us of pride, of self-will, of an unforgiving spirit, of stubbornness, of 
gossip, of backbiting, of worldliness, of impurity, of temper, of every work of 
the flesh. He wants to change our name from Saul to Paul, from “prayed for” 
to “humble,” from working in the flesh, to one who has power with God and 
man. Brokenness is the pathway to servant leadership.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

In Philippians 3, Paul was attacking Judaizers who were attempting to steal 
the joy of the Christians in Philippi.

3:2-3. Judaizers were saying “Christ plus something else.” Paul warned the 
Christians in Philippi of the attempt of the Judaizers to add things such as 
ceremonial law, customs, and traditions to salvation rather than Christ alone. 
Paul was concerned this legalism would destroy the Christians’ joy in Christ. 
Grace and the righteousness of Christ is the key to joy. Both words have the 
same root word in Greek. You need to realize that everything God does in you 
and through you is by grace, rather than working for it and earning it. Grace 
is the secret of joy. Paul used his life as an example. Paul was the pharisaic 
legalist before he became a believer. He had tried the rules and regulations 
way, and it did not work.

3:4. Paul was saying that if you want to compare lists of fleshly accomplish-
ment, his beats anyone’s. He then gave five examples of legalism we can apply 
today.

Our joy tends to dissipate when legalism comes near. This tends to hap-
pen when:

You begin to trust in rituals. Paul said, “I was circumcised on the 
eighth day, of the people of Israel.” We have our own rituals today. Baptism, 
church membership, Bible study groups, who your mentor is. If you fall into 
this trap, trusting these for your salvation, you are in trouble. Do not confuse 
the symbols with the substance.

You place trust in your pedigree. Paul said, “I was of the people of 
Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin.” This was the purest tribe of Israel. Paul was 
named after King Saul, who was a Benjaminite, and the first king. Paul was 
saying that he used to trust in his heritage. Have you ever heard anyone say, 
“My Dad is a deacon?... My mom was a believer... My uncle was a pastor.” You 
can get religion by osmosis, but you cannot get Christ by osmosis.

You place your trust in your denomination or religion. “I was a He-
brew of Hebrews.” Paul was a religious person. Religion is man’s attempt to 
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get to God by works. Jesus Christ is God’s attempt to get to people. That is 
a relationship, which is a big difference. In all the religious accomplishments 
Paul mentioned in verse 4, God is not mentioned once. You can be religious 
and not know Christ. There is a difference. The difference is a person, Jesus 
Christ.

You place your trust in following the rules. “In regard to the law, 
I was a Pharisee.” We think of the Pharisees as hypocrites, but there were 
some genuine, sincere Pharisees. They were the spiritually elite of their day. 
They took the Ten Commandments and expanded them into 619 other com-
mandments. And they were legalistic about following the 619 rules! A Phar-
isee would place a cloth over their cup to keep from inadvertently drinking 
a gnat that might have flown into the container. They would not eat an egg 
if it were laid on the Sabbath, because that was considered work. They were 
professional religious rules followers. In following these rules, they felt they 
were righteous.

You place your trust in your reputation. “As for righteousness based 
on the law, I was faultless.” Today we have people saying, “I read the Bible, I 
witness, I go to church...” That is legalism.

There is nothing wrong with any of these things. The problem is thinking 
they give you extra standing with God. And they do not. He loves you uncon-
ditionally.

3:7-8. People are looking for joy in all the wrong places. Paul compared the 
value of religion to the value of a relationship to Christ. There is no compari-
son. He had been a very religious person, but he was lost.

The word “gains” is used one time. “Loss” is used three times. All the 
things he talked about, he considered complete loss, worthless. The trans-
lators here are being polite, delicate. “Garbage” and “rubbish” are not the 
words. The word in Greek is the same word for “dung” and “manure.”

Do not lose your joy over things that really do not count. Many people 
lose their joy from misplaced priorities. They place too much emphasis on 
things that really are not that important.
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Paul was saying that what matters most is not your rituals, pedigree, re-
ligion, rules, or reputation. You can trust in all those things and still be un-
happy.

Paul pointed out that life consists of trade-offs. He said he gave up some-
thing to gain something else. He gave up his religion to have a relationship.

As I said, many people do not have joy because of misplaced priorities. 
They are afraid they are going to have to give up something to become a 
Christian. And they are right! When you come to Jesus Christ you give up 
everything you have. Otherwise, you are not a real Christian. It is total com-
mitment. And then you have never had it so good!

When I became a Christian, I received far more worth than everything 
I gave up. I gave up guilt and gained a clear conscious. I gave up worry and 
gained the Holy Spirit’s guidance and power for living. I gave up frustration 
and lack of purpose in life and gained true meaning and purpose in life. I gave 
up a future in Hell and gained a future in Heaven. I gave up trying to solve all 
my problems in my own power and gained having the resources of God and 
the Holy Spirit living inside me for guidance in helping solve my problems. 
That is a pretty good trade-off!

3:10. Paul stated that his top priority in life was to know Christ better and 
better. How well do you know Jesus Christ? I know a lot of Christians who 
have been Christians, five, ten, or more years and they really do not know 
Jesus Christ very well. The word “know” in the Greek is the word “yada.” It 
means to know intimately, experientially. There is a huge difference in know-
ing about and knowing Jesus Christ.

The moment you stop growing, you will begin to lose your joy. Many 
Christians stay too close to where they “got in” to the Christian life. They 
have not grown much since they made that initial decision. Their joy has 
stopped growing and diminished. Are you losing your joy? Has your Chris-
tian life become routine, with little of the freshness you had when you first 
met Jesus Christ?
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Focusing on the Meaning

I became a Christian at a revival. The first night of this particular revival the 
preacher spoke about the “Wheat and the Tares.” In this sermon, he explained 
that both the wheat and tares grow in the same field and look similar at first 
glance. In the end, the harvester will come and separate them by what they 
really are. I was under the Holy Spirit’s conviction that night, but I rational-
ized by saying “God, look at all that I have done for you.”

The next night the evangelist preached on—“Your salvation is not depen-
dent upon what you have done but what Jesus has accomplished.” I wrestled 
in my spirit but still did not respond. I was depending upon legalistic works. 
I countered with, “God what are people going to think if I get saved, I grew 
up in church?”

The third night of the revival he preached on—“Don’t let other people’s 
opinions keep you out of Heaven.” I was under conviction, I knew I had been 
placing my hope in position, reputation, church membership, and pedigree. 
I skipped the next night of the revival, but thank God I came the last night.

On that last night of the revival, I was out of excuses. I came to a place of 
humility through the work of the Holy Spirit working in my heart and accept-
ed Jesus Christ as my Lord and Savior. I had to lay aside the “good things” 
of my life and consider them as loss so I could truly gain Christ. Legalism is 
depending upon anything other than Christ’s righteousness as the basis of 
Christian joy.

I came to Jesus at the revival. That act was not the pinnacle of my rela-
tionship with Christ but the beginning. That decision 36 years ago laid the 
foundation for an ongoing relationship that has affected the trajectory of 
the life He has led me to experience. Many times, there has been a choice 
involved. What choices do you need to make so joy may abound?
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Purchase or ask for samples of wood, tile, and carpet floor coverings 
from a local hardware store. Ask for higher and lower priced samples 
for each of these categories. For example: real wood verses synthetic. 
Set up a display table in the middle of the room and place these samples 
randomly on the table.

 2. Ask the class to gather around the table and to arrange the samples by 
category and then determine which samples cost more than others. In 
other words, arrange the samples in order of their perceived cost or val-
ue. Ask selected members to share why they made their selections and 
how they determined their value. You can then reveal their real values, 
if needed. Say, As you all know, not all of these materials are the same, nor 
do they cost the same. Some are genuine and some are imitations.

 3. Say, In today’s passage, we will be reminded by Paul that the same is true 
about our salvation. He warns us to be prepared to determine what is genu-
ine salvation and what is a cheap imitation offered by the world.

Guide Bible Study

 4. In Philippians 3:1-4a, Paul issued a warning. Ask someone to read these 
verses. Say, Paul addressed an issue that has arisen on several occasions 
during his ministry. Ask, What was Paul’s warning to the church at Philippi? 
Why do you think this warning was so important?

 5. Read Philippians 3:4b-6. Mini lecture: Paul wanted the Philippian 
church to know that those who served God, whether Jew or Gentile, 
no longer had to put confidence in the flesh (circumcision) to secure 
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their relationship with Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ had already done 
something for them they could not do for themselves, mainly His death 
and resurrection. But the “Judaizers” were trying to confuse the early 
Christian by listing their credentials. Because of their knowledge and 
commitment, they believed they knew much more about spiritual mat-
ters. So, Paul pointed out that he above everyone would have reason to 
put confidence in the flesh, and he goes on to list four reasons why. Ask 
your class to identify and discuss these reasons. Refer class members to 
the Study Guide to aid in their discussion.

 6. In the remaining verses, Paul outlined his response to those who were 
proposing that those who were not Jewish must be circumcised in order 
to become disciples. Ask someone to read Philippians 3:7-11. Ask, Will 
you help me list the highlights of Paul’s response? Ask someone to write the 
key elements of Paul’s response on a white/chalk board. Clarify these 
highlights when needed.

Encourage Application

 7. Say, According to the author of our Study Guide, churches are not made for 
perfect people; they are made for people that God is making perfect. Becom-
ing like Christ can be a messy process, but we need to be patient with God 
and ourselves. Over time, we can look back at what God has done in our lives 
and we can share those with other believers. God is calling us to live an au-
thentic Christian life. God is not interested in us becoming “imitation” fol-
lowers, but rather, He wants us to become genuine disciples. This will allow 
us to proclaim Paul’s mantra in Philippians 3:7-8, “But whatever were gains 
to me I now consider loss for the sake of Christ. What is more, I consider 
everything a loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus 
my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things. I consider them garbage, that I 
may gain Christ…”

 8. Ask your student to consider this question this week: What are we will-
ing to do to allow God to reproduce His character in us so we may become 
genuine disciples?
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Prior to this lesson, ask a class member to be prepared to share the story 
found in the introduction of this lesson in the Study Guide. After shar-
ing the author’s story of working in a jewelry store during his college 
days, tell what the author learned from his experience.

 2. Say, As we study today’s passage, I hope you will discover the difference be-
tween a genuine faith and a false faith.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Ask a member of the class to read Philippians 3:1-6. Lead in a discussion 
based on the following questions:

   a. What was Paul’s warning for the church at Philippi?
   b.  Why was this warning of such significance?
   c.  What was Paul’s confidence in, and what were the reasons for this 

confidence?

 4. Ask a member of the class to read Philippians 3:7-11. Lead a discussion 
based on the following questions:

   a.  Paul considered anything he had gained in the flesh a loss com-
pared to what?

   b.  What did Paul want to know more than anything he had become 
or possessed?

 5. A good illustration of what we are talking about today is found in Luke 
18:9-14. Read this passage and say, This is a reminder that some folks ex-
press a faith that is not genuine or truthful. Their purpose is to seek recogni-
tion more than reconciliation. Our God-given mandate is to follow Christ in 
such a way that we are aware of our sinfulness and our need of God’s grace 
and forgiveness. We call this genuine faith.
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Encourage Application

 6. Becoming like Christ can be a difficult process. God is calling us to live 
an authentic Christian life. He wants us to become genuine disciples. 
This will allow us to proclaim Paul’s mantra in Philippians 3:10-11, “I 
want to know Christ—yes, to know the power of his resurrection and 
participation in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death; and so, 
somehow, attaining to the resurrection from the dead.”

 7. Ask your students to consider this question this week: Are we willing for 
God to reproduce His character and commitment in us each day so we may 
become authentic disciples? Close in Prayer.



lesson 10

Focal Text

Philippians 3:12-16
Background

1 Corinthians 15:35-49

Press On

MAIN IDEA

As Christians we can break the power 
of the past by living for the future.

QUESTION TO EXPLORE

What happens when Christians com-
pare their “running” with others?

TEACHING AIM

To encourage adults to learn that, as 
believers, worrying about the past 
steals joy from today

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Immorality was a way of life for the Corinthians (see background passage). 
The believing Corinthians still struggled with the concept of a bodily resur-
rection. Corinthian Christians rejected the resurrection of the body because 
if there was no resurrection, a life of immorality would be acceptable because 
it would in no way impact one’s future. Paul taught them that their bodies 
were temples of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, it is necessary for Christians to 
separate their lives from sin. Paul used several analogies to get his point 
across.

Paul first used the plant world to illustrate the resurrection of a person. 
A farmer plants a seed and the seed seemingly dies. Once the seed dies, new 
life emerges. The plant that is produced is in a more magnificent form than 
the seed. Second, Paul turned to the animal kingdom to illustrate his point.

Paul pointed out that one can look at the animals to see God created dif-
ferent types of bodies. If God can create plants, animals, and humans, all in 
various forms, could He not also create a body in a resurrected form? Third, 
Paul drew attention to the sun, moon, and stars. These are different in form 
and different in brilliance, yet there is a resemblance between all the heaven-
ly bodies. He made the point that like the heavenly bodies, earthly bodies re-
semble one another but there is a difference in brilliance between our earthly 
bodies and our resurrected bodies.

Jews and Greeks alike believed every earthly human being had a heaven-
ly counterpart. Paul played off of this belief to show Adam, the first human 
being, was flawed because of sin. Jesus, the second Adam, was perfect and 
without sin. Human beings resemble Adam by the fact they are both flawed. 
Jesus, the sinless one, made it possible for human beings to resemble Him in 
their resurrected and glorified bodies only after physical death. These bodies 
are eternal and not subject nor limited to the struggles of the old body. This 
new body is something to be obtained in the future. The resurrected life is the 
goal Paul admitted he was pressing toward in his life.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

A Commitment to Moving Forward (3:12-14)

3:12. Paul addressed the notion that he achieved perfection in his spiritual 
life. He made it clear his goal was perfection, but he had not attained it. The 
doctrine of perfection still exists today, and it is the idea that a person can ar-
rive at a place spiritually where he will never sin again. The Philippian culture 
put a major emphasis on knowledge, power, and perfection, much like our 
world. Paul wanted his readers to understand the Christian life is not about 
personal achievement. A person cannot earn righteousness or perfection. 
Paul, in the previous verses in chapter three, wrote about righteousness and 
the power of Christ’s resurrection. He did not want people to think he already 
experienced all those wonderful benefits. However, he set those things as a 
goal and he was striving to reach his goals. Striving for perfection is a worthy 
goal, yet perfection is unattainable. The verb he used for press on is the same 
verb he used when describing his zeal for persecuting the church of Jesus. He 
vigorously pursued the things of God but admitted he had not achieved per-
fection. His language painted the picture of an athlete competing and striv-
ing with all her might to reach the goal and win the prize.

Paul declared he belonged to Christ Jesus. He reflected on his encounter 
with Jesus on the road to Damascus. God blinded Paul, stopped him from 
persecuting the church, and called him to ministry. Paul stated his motiva-
tion behind pursuing perfection was the fact that Christ Jesus made Paul 
His own. Jesus transformed Paul on the road to Damascus. A person who 
reads Paul’s missionary journeys and the way in which God used him to ad-
vance the church, will quickly discover Paul did not lose any of his energy by 
converting to Christianity. In fact, God used Paul’s boldness to advance the 
church and confront those who opposed Christianity.

3:13. The word consider in the passage means to determine by mathemati-
cal process or to calculate. Paul laid out his strategy for pursuing perfection 
in this verse. He used athletic terminology to highlight what every runner 
should know; looking behind you is a dangerous way to run a race. He ran 
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with his eyes forward. Looking back would only distract him and get him 
off course and possibly cause him to fall. Danger also lies in comparing one’s 
spiritual life to another person’s spiritual life. Paul often used athletic meta-
phors to describe the work he was doing for Christ. This verse is no exception. 
In stating “forgetting what lies behind,” he was not referring to what he did 
as a persecutor of the church. He was referring to how God used him from the 
point of his conversion on the road to Damascus. God used him in a powerful 
way. Although he had not obtained perfection; he had done many amazing 
things for God. Paul could have rested at this point on all of his past success-
es; he had many. He forgot what was behind him. In other words, he did not 
rely on the successes of the past, he strove for more. He longed to attempt 
even greater things for God. The success of his past endeavors motivated him 
to press on toward greater things. He did not let the past glory days slow him 
down and cause him to miss even greater days ahead.

Paul knew forgetting the past was not enough, he needed to keep moving 
forward. He once again relied on the imagery of a runner to make his point. 
Straining forward to what lies ahead paints the picture of a runner crossing 
the finish line, leaning into the tape, straining with every muscle, never slow-
ing down even at the end. His strategy for running this spiritual race is to not 
look behind him and coast on past success but put all his effort and strength 
in to conquering what is ahead of him.

The prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus is the call of Jesus to 
all nations to be a part of the Kingdom of God. God called the Hebrews to be 
His chosen people in the Old Testament, now He calls all nations. The call 
will be fully realized at the day of judgment when Christians of all nations, 
not just Jews, will enter into Heaven for their eternal reward for obedience 
to Christ.

Follow the Leader (3:15-16)

3:15. Paul called himself mature. Paul set himself as an example of mature 
Christian living. Maturity is not perfection; maturity is growing and is nec-
essary to pursue perfection. Paul defined maturity as forgetting the past and 
striving to what is ahead. Paul knew the Christians in Philippi would suffer 
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for their faith. He wanted them to think not as infant believers but as grow-
ing believers. They needed a new perspective to persevere under trials and 
persecution. Spiritual instability would lead to discouragement and the de-
sire to quit and not press on. Maturity comes from choosing the wisdom of 
God and rejecting the wisdom of the world. He assured them that if a Chris-
tian still believed in some of the world’s wisdom, God would let that person 
know she needs to grow up.

3:16. Paul challenged his readers that they were on the right track and they 
needed to stay on it. Paul labored for the Philippian Christians. He looked 
forward to the day he would present them to Christ unashamed. This expe-
rience was in jeopardy if the believers in Philippi strayed or gave up. Hold 
true is a rare phrase for Paul. He used it three times to describe a life lived 
in faith and producing the fruit of the Spirit, a life transformed by God. The 
Philippian Christians made great progress in their understanding of God and 
a life lived in faith. He did not want them to lose any progress. Even slight 
departures from the truth could prove devastating. Following the wisdom 
of the world, relying on the success of the past, or comparing their lives to 
others were all ways the Philippian Christians were susceptible to regressing 
in their faith. He desired for them to keep striving for perfection and to keep 
maturing in their faith. This would prevent them from forsaking their faith 
the minute difficulty arose.

Focusing on the Meaning

Human beings struggle with comparison. Social media has enhanced the 
frustration and depression that comes with comparing our life with other’s 
lives. We are all in a race and each person’s race is different. The smart runner 
does not look around to see what the other runners are doing; the smart 
runner keeps their focus on the finish line. The smart runner also chooses 
to learn from their past failures instead of letting them destroy their confi-
dence. Neither do they allow their past successes to lead to overconfidence. 
Both lack of confidence and overconfidence can lead to failure. However, suc-
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cess can breed confidence that will allow a runner to conquer the next chal-
lenge. Striving for perfection requires a person to focus on strengthening his 
weaknesses and building on his strengths. Taking one’s eyes off the prize to 
see what others are doing will only lead to distraction and a possible crash. 
For example, you may be on the uphill leg of the race straining to get to the 
top while others are on the downhill. If you compare your race to theirs you 
may become jealous or bitter. Realistically, you have no idea what they had to 
go through to get to the downhill.

Every Christian has a race to run. Each race is filled with hills, hurdles, 
curves, potholes, and other challenges. Rejoice because each runner will re-
ceive a reward. One day your race will end, and you will enjoy relaxing in a 
perfect place with your perfect reward in the presence of your perfect Father.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Enlist a runner/jogger to come and help with an opening visual aid. Ask 
this person to bring or wear running gear (i.e., cleats or running shoes, 
tank top or light shirt, shorts or running pants). Begin the class by 
describing the intent of running gear (i.e., lightweight, aerodynamic). 
Then, pile on the student an assortment of winter clothing (i.e. ski coat, 
sweatpants, toboggan, scarf, gloves, snow boots). Discuss how these 
items restrict a runner and prevent him/her from running quickly.

 2. Read Hebrews 12:1-3. Discuss how life is like a race. Talk through how 
sin entangles and hinders our ability to live effectively as Christ fol-
lowers. Explain that today’s lesson will be on persevering through the 
Christian “race.”

Guide Bible Study

 3. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:12. Using the “Bible Comments” 
in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Explain how 
Paul spoke of his past in the previous section. Amidst what might be 
considered accomplishments, Paul sees these as garbage. Talk through 
Paul’s goal, a desire to remain faithful in serving the Lord. Discuss the 
meaning of pressing on. Inquire of the class about how they interpret 
the concept of Christ taking “hold,” both of Paul and of us. Lead the 
class to consider the following discussion questions from the Study 
Guide:

   a.  What goals are you setting in your Christian life right now? How 
are you striving toward these goals?
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   b.  If you are a Christ follower, recall how Jesus took “hold” of you. 
What is unique about your testimony?

 4. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “Setting and Evaluating 
Goals” from the Study Guide. Discuss the questions posed and ways to 
set meaningful goals.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:13-14. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about how Christian hope and secular hope differ. Evaluate what it 
means for us to take “hold” of Christ and His plan for our lives. Com-
pare and contrast our hold on Christ and His hold on us from the previ-
ous section. Talk about how important it is to forget what is in our past 
and to shed both our successes and failures, referencing the opening 
activity. Consider what it means to press on toward the goal and what 
the prize of following Christ is. Ask the class to consider the following 
discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  What failures continue to haunt you? What successes do you tend 
to cling to for worth?

   b.  What is Christ calling you to do in the near future? How can you 
“press” into this opportunity?

 6. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:15-16. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about what it means to be mature and to be maturing as a Christian. Ex-
plain Paul’s approach to allowing the believers to evaluate his teaching 
and come to their own conclusions. Consider the importance of love in 
living up to what we have attained as followers of Christ. Ask the class 
to consider the following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  What do you need to do to trust God to guide others to maturity? 
Will you rest in God to make it clear to them (Philippians 3:15)?

   b.  What is one area God is maturing in you? How can you live up to 
God’s calling in this area of your life?
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 7. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “The Greatest is Love” 
from the Study Guide. Read 1 Corinthians 13:13. Talk through the value 
of faith and hope but the supremacy of love.

Encourage Application

 8. End the class by talking about relevant struggles in your community. 
Identify ways that as a class you can press on to show the love of Christ 
in your community. Evaluate some of the programs and ministries of 
your church and ways that class members can be involved in running 
the Christian race. Close with prayer asking God to show each of you the 
way to reach toward what God has before you as you serve Him.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Make three columns on a marker board, chalkboard, or poster board. 
On the top of the left column, write “faith.” On the top of the middle 
column, write “hope.” On the top of the right column, write “love.” Ask 
the class to share how their lives are shaped by faith in God. Then, ask 
the class to share how their lives are shaped by hope in God. Then, ask 
the class to share how their lives are shaped by God’s love. Read 1 Corin-
thians 13:13. Explain that today, we are going to focus on what it means 
for us to live in the faith, hope, and love of God.

Guide Bible Study

 2. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:12. Using the “Bible Comments” 
in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Discuss the 
meaning of being a “living sacrifice” in Romans 12:1 and being “cru-
cified with Christ” in Galatians 2:20, as they pertain to the process of 
transformation and spiritual growth. Talk about the use of the Greek 
verb, dioko, meaning “to push, drive, or set in motion.” Analyze the idea 
of Christ taking “hold” of us and Paul’s desire for Christ to conform him 
to the image of God.

 3. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Setting and Evaluating Goals” from 
the Study Guide. Share goals you recently set and how this worked for 
you. Talk about the value of goal setting and the parameters to help 
guide this.

 4. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:13-14. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
through the challenges of focusing on past successes or failures. Com-
pare the use of dioko here with the previous verse. Discuss the hope we 
find in Christ and the importance of living for a kingdom that is not of 
this world.
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 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:15-16. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. An-
alyze the supremacy of love and the importance of Christian maturity. 
Consider the importance of love in Jesus’ teachings and how we can 
show God’s goodness to the world around us.

Encourage Application

 6. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “The Greatest is Love” from the Study 
Guide. Talk about how to love others in your church, community, and 
around the world. Return to the lists you made at the beginning of 
class. Focus on ways you can take the faith, hope, and love of God and 
share it with others.

 7. Close the class in a prayer, asking God to help each of you to put your 
faith, hope, and love in Christ and then to share that message with the 
world.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Paul made it clear that the human body cannot withstand being in the pres-
ence of a powerful and holy God. In this verse, he contrasted flesh and blood, 
“a stock idiom in Jewish circles for a mere mortal,”1 which will die, with the 
imperishable or the resurrected body, which will not die. He used the same 
argument in Galatians 6:12-15, when he opposed those who said a true con-
vert to Christianity must obey the law and be circumcised. Paul’s point in 
both cases is that there is nothing one can do with his or her earthly body to 
gain access before God.

Paul explained the mystery he referred to in these verses, in Philippians 
2:7-10. The mystery had been revealed, the Messiah would be crucified. Many 
Jews believed the Messiah would be a military leader and would lead a Jewish 
army to victory over her enemies. However, Jesus the Messiah won a victory 
over sin with His own death and resurrection. The result of the mystery is 
that not all Christians will die a physical death. One day Christ will return to 
take all believers to Heaven.

The mystery is that the transformation from a perishable human body to 
a glorified resurrected body will take place in an instant rather than a process. 
“The trumpet was a stock metaphor in biblical literature to herald the end.”2

When Christ returns then the defeat of death will be complete. Paul quot-
ed the words from Hosea 13:14 regarding death being swallowed up in vic-
tory. The law promoted sin and caused people to respond in rebellion when 
they realized they could not keep the law. The true purpose of the law was to 
point people to Jesus. It is Jesus, not keeping the law, that gives us victory.

Paul urged his readers to use the truth that Christ was resurrected in 
bodily form as proof they will also be transformed and as a motivator to stay 
committed to true doctrine and the advancement of the gospel; whatever the 
cost.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Be Mature (3:17-18)

3:17-18. Paul challenged Christians to live life according to his example. He 
set himself up as a model citizen of Heaven so others would follow his exam-
ple. He included, in this letter, his perspective on suffering, the importance of 
putting other’s needs before his own, and challenged them not to rely on past 
successes. In verses 12-16 of chapter 3, Paul explained his personal commit-
ment to live a life of determination and devotion to Christ. His commitment 
was rooted in truth. He based his personal commitment on the knowledge 
and the certainties he had regarding Jesus Christ.

Paul was a passionate man. He called his readers brothers, showing a fa-
milial affection and then he admitted weeping over the fact that the church 
had enemies. He not only set an example by his actions, but also his emo-
tions. He demonstrated a passion for the things of Christ. Warren Wiersbe 
put it this way:

“He was a man with a single mind, and his circumstances did not 
discourage him. Was he weeping because of what some of the Ro-
man Christians are doing to him? No, he has the submissive mind 
and will not permit people to rob him of his joy. These tears are not 
for himself at all; they are shed because of others. Because Paul has 
the spiritual mind, he is heart-broken over the way some professed 
Christians are living, people who ‘mind earthly things.’”3

Paul gave an urgent warning to his readers to be careful who they imi-
tated. Many scholars believe Paul wrote this letter from a prison in Ephesus. 
If he did, the experience he had with the Corinthian Christians was most 
likely on his mind. The Corinthians were all about power and knowledge. A 
person who had power and knowledge was considered a mature person. A 
mature person did not need to worry about physical sin such as adultery, 
because they were free. Many Christians in Corinth believed their indulgence 
in shameful sexual behavior was a sign of their spiritual freedom. Paul had a 
difficult time convincing them otherwise.
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Citizens of Heaven (3:19-21)

3:19. The attitudes and actions of the enemies of the cross will lead to their 
demise. They used their stomachs as the litmus test for what they really 
loved. These enemies served their own desires. They believed they were spir-
itually mature so it did not matter what they did, therefore, they could do 
anything to indulge their appetites. These people, rather than set their hearts 
and minds on Jesus, the only one worthy of affection and devotion, pursued 
their own lusts, which ultimately led to their shame.

They set their minds on earthly things, in other words, things that were in 
opposition to God. Paul wrote a list of those things in Colossians 3:5, things 
such as sexual immorality, impurity, evil desire, and covetousness. This list 
focuses on sexual desires that are not of God but rather human desire. These 
things can destroy a person and can cause disunity in the church. The solu-
tion to combat these activities according to Paul, follow his example on living 
the Christian life and remember that in Christ a person is a citizen of Heaven.

3:20. Paul’s word for citizenship contains political and economic overtones. 
The Philippians were familiar with this word. Philippi was a colony of Rome 
and the citizens were Romans. Many people, including Christians, took great 
pride in being citizens of Rome. Although a great empire at the time, Rome 
was nothing to brag about in comparison to Heaven. Rome was not eternal. 
Rome would eventually be destroyed; Heaven will last forever. Paul addressed 
their true citizenship basically by asking the question, “Where do you live?” 
They lived in Philippi on planet Earth but their allegiance, according to Paul, 
was to their citizenship in Heaven.

The suffering these Christians experienced would only end with their 
death or the return of Jesus. He did not want them to think their suffering 
would get better. It was very likely it would not. Therefore, their hope was not 
that things would get better but rather that one day, in Heaven, things would 
be perfect. Their bodies, which were getting old and in pain and experiencing 
suffering from the hands of others, would be transformed. There would come 
a day when they would no longer experience pain and suffering. That would 
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be the day their bodies would be transformed from perishable to imperish-
able through the resurrection.

A citizen of Heaven could be confident that Jesus will return and set up 
an eternal kingdom. A kingdom that at the time resided in their hearts. Paul 
encouraged his readers by reminding them they will one day stand before God 
to account for their lives. His hope is that they will stand pure and blameless 
before God. Paul considers them a reward for him for all of his work to share 
the gospel of Christ.

3:21. Once again Paul reminded the Christians in Philippi that they have 
not yet arrived. Their transformation will be completed when Christ returns. 
They will one day experience the power of the resurrection of the dead made 
possible through the resurrection of Jesus. In the meantime, they must wait 
patiently and with courage. Again, Paul set up Jesus as their example. Jesus 
humbled Himself and became a human just like them. He gave up all the 
glories and riches of Heaven to live life on the Earth. His life on Earth was 
temporary just as their lives were temporary. Although they would suffer for 
a little while, Paul wanted them to know that the temporary sufferings they 
experience did not compare to the riches and the glory they would experience 
in Heaven. Paul wrote, “And you have been filled in him, who is the head of 
all rule and authority. In him also you were circumcised with a circumcision 
made without hands, by putting off the body of the flesh, by the circumcision 
of Christ, having been buried with him in baptism, in which you were also 
raised with him through faith in the powerful working of God, who raised 
him from the dead. And you, who were dead in your trespasses and the uncir-
cumcision of your flesh, God made alive together with him, having forgiven 
us all our trespasses (Colossians 2:10-12). Now, because of Christ, they were 
truly alive.

Paul used a word for transform that means “to change the form of some-
thing.” The same power that allowed Jesus to subject all things under His 
control is the same power that could change a person’s lowly body into a 
greater one. Paul hoped that believing in a future transformation because 
of grace would lead them to understand the present grace they experienced 
through Jesus Christ.
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Focusing on the Meaning

Paul experienced what every follower of Christ may experience; the ten-
sion between living in this world with the expectation of living in the world 
to come. Every Christian has dual citizenship. Life is hard whether you be-
lieve in Jesus or not. Jesus does not exempt His followers from getting sick, 
experiencing loss, war, injury, financial difficulties, or any of the things in 
this world that cause pain. However, Jesus does offer something the world 
does not, the assurance of eternal life in Heaven.

Peace for a Christian is not the absence of conflict, rather peace comes 
from knowing as Paul wrote, “…the sufferings of this present time are not 
worth comparing with the glory that is to be revealed to us” (Romans 8:18). 
What cannot be cured or fixed in this world will be made right in the next. 
This understanding leads to hope. A person can find strength in persevering 
or enduring suffering knowing it is temporary.

Paul was a living example of how to deal with hardship. He suffered great-
ly because of the gospel. He faced opposition, beatings, imprisonment, and 
harassment. His body was marked with scars from some of those experiences 
in addition the impact aging had on him. Although he experienced moments 
of discouragement, his total outlook on life was hopeful because of the gos-
pel. Christians, just like Paul, should serve as examples to others regarding 
having hope in the midst of trials and tribulations. Christians know the 
earthly body is passing away, but we await a glorified body promised to all 
believers at the resurrection. Hope comes when we look at the things we ex-
perience on this earth from a heavenly perspective. We can confidently stand 
on the promise from John’s statement about Heaven, “He will wipe away ev-
ery tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither shall there be 
mourning, nor crying, nor pain anymore, for the former things have passed 
away” (Revelation 21:4).
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Invite a foster parent, CASA volunteer, Big Brother/Sister, or other 
mentor to come and visit your class. Give them the following questions 
ahead of time and interview them at the beginning of class:

   a. What attracted you to be a mentor?
   b. What challenges have you experienced as a mentor?
   c. What makes mentoring so rewarding for you?
   d. How does the Bible encourage you as a mentor?
   (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” 

for this study at www.baptiswaypress.org.)
 2. Discuss how Paul was a mentor to younger Christians and Christian 

leaders, such as Timothy. Talk about the importance of having Chris-
tian mentors. Ask what attributes make a good mentor and how we can 
mentor each other as Christ followers.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:17. Using the “Bible Comments” 
in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Review Paul’s 
life events and his description of these events in 2 Corinthians 11:24-
27. Discuss Paul’s view on suffering as a blessing. Evaluate what it means 
to live “in the world” as a Christian. Talk about how to model Jesus in 
the society we live in, today. Lead the class to consider the following 
discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  Who is a mentor in your life? What are you striving to learn from 
their example?

   b.  Who are you mentoring? How can you be a better example of 
Christ to them?
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 4. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “Dehumanization” from 
the Study Guide. Discuss the suggestions listed and ways to avoid dehu-
manization tendencies.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:18-19. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about the importance of not living “of the world.” Discuss proper ways 
to avoid allowing sinfulness to influence our behavior. Analyze the fine 
line between isolation from ungodliness and failing to connect with sin-
ful people. Consider ways to build relational bridges with unbelievers 
without succumbing to their sinful ways. Ask the class to consider the 
following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  In what ways is the secular culture around you having a negative 
impact on your Christian walk?

   b.  How can you demonstrate your sincere concern for those you 
know that are caught up in the things of the world?

 6. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:20-21. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about what it means to live for the kingdom of God. Discuss citizenship 
in our country. Compare and contrast national citizenship with citizen-
ship in Heaven. Analyze how life is described in Heaven and how our 
bodies will be transformed (1 Corinthians 15:42-58). Ask the class to 
consider the following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  As you anticipate the return of Christ, what does He compel you to 
do that has eternal implications?

   b.  This week, how can you be the presence of Christ in your family? 
Church? Workplace? Community?

 7. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “Types of Relationships” 
from the Study Guide. Analyze how Paul related in these ways and how 
we can relate as pupils, peers, and pros. Encourage the class to find 
someone to connect with in each of these three types of relationships.
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Encourage Application

 8. End the class by focusing on Jesus’ prayer that the kingdom of God 
would come on Earth as it is in Heaven (Matthew 6:10). Ask the class to 
consider one thing they can do this week to bring more of God’s king-
dom on Earth. Close with prayer thanking God for the privilege to live 
in this world, but also ask God to help you not to live according to the 
patterns of this world.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Make two columns on a marker board, chalkboard, or poster board. On 
the top of the left column, write “in the world.” On the top of the right 
column, write “of the world.” Ask the class to share ways that we should 
live in the world around us (i.e., caring for the environment; treating 
people with respect; living out our convictions; etc.). Then, ask the class 
to share ways we should avoid living like the world (i.e., giving into 
temptation; succumbing to peer pressure; being prideful; etc.). Ask the 
class to compare the two lists. Draw a line between the two and ex-
plain that there is a “thin line” of balance between these two important 
truths. Explain that today, we are going to focus on what it means to be 
“in the world” but not “of the world.”

Guide Bible Study

 2. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:17. Using the “Bible Comments” 
in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Discuss Paul’s 
life events. You might supply a chronology of Paul’s experiences, such 
as this one: https://www.blueletterbible.org/study/paul/timeline.cfm. 
Analyze Paul’s attitude toward suffering and compare it with the major-
ity view of our society. Consider why Paul might think favorably about 
suffering. Discuss that how we face suffering has a notable impact on 
others around us.

 3. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Dehumanization” from the Study 
Guide. Explain the concept and how we may dehumanize people who 
are different from us without even realizing it. Give some historical ex-
amples of dehumanization. Evaluate the steps provided.

 4. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:18-19. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Con-
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trast living “in the world” with living “of the world.” Talk about how we 
handle our imperfection as Christians. Discuss Paul’s use of the meta-
phor, “stomach,” to describe our allure to sinfulness. Overview the im-
plications Paul gives about being drawn to worldly things.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 3:20-21. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. De-
scribe the kingdom of God, both in terms of its present reality in be-
lievers on Earth and its future reality when Christ returns. Overview 
the three views of the “heavens,” and identify where Paul sees our true 
“home.” Consider how we can live for “heaven,” even while we live on 
Earth.

Encourage Application

 6. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Types of Relationships” from the 
Study Guide. Talk about how Paul exhibited each. Overview the impor-
tance of pupil, peer, and pro relationships. From personal experience, 
share how you have benefited from one or more of these types of rela-
tionships. Encourage the class to develop all three relational types in 
their lives.

 7. Close the class in a prayer, asking God to help each person to live “in the 
world” but without succumbing to living “of the world.”
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

The Gospel of Matthew contains Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount. In this series 
of sermons, Jesus addressed many of the issues people face in life. One of 
those issues is worry. Jesus put people’s tendency to worry in perspective 
when He pointed out that the birds of the air nor the flowers of the field wor-
ry about anything. Compared to birds and flowers, humans are more valuable 
to God. If God takes care of birds and flowers it is logical to consider He will 
take care of His most valued creation; people. He made it clear that worrying 
does not solve anything.

Jesus’ audience was filled with poor people. People who struggled to have 
enough food to eat or clothes to wear. Jesus spoke to their physical concerns. 
He then called them to a higher understanding and belief. His audience, made 
of mainly Jews, knew about God, therefore, Jesus pressed them to choose to 
trust in God’s love and care for them. He reminded them that worry was the 
default of those who did not believe in God. People who trust in God should 
trust Him to provide even their most basic needs and reject the priorities and 
the pattern of worry held by unbelievers. Trusting in God would keep them 
from focusing on worldly success or worldly misery, which can lead to both 
stress and anxiety.

Jesus instructed His listeners to seek the kingdom of God first. He was 
not implying the kingdom of God was hard to find, rather He pointed out His 
followers had already entered the kingdom of Heaven and should make living 
for the kingdom of God a priority. When they live this way, God will meet all 
of their daily needs.

Jesus concluded by discussing worry again. He admonished His listeners 
to eliminate worrying about tomorrow by trusting God today. Trusting God 
for today instills confidence in trusting Him for tomorrow. Only God knows 
what will happen tomorrow.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

A Plea to Stand Firm (4:1)

4:1. Paul continued his focus from the latter part of chapter three and re-
minded his readers of their partnership in ministry with him. He wrote with 
compassion, but he was also firm in his statement. Christians faced opposi-
tion and even persecution and Paul encouraged them not to give up or col-
lapse under persecution. Stand firm means to keep one’s balance through the 
highs and lows of following Jesus. Normal life is filled with ups and downs, 
challenges and obstacles which can be discouraging. Adding opposition from 
other people heightens discouragement.

A Plea for Unity (4:2-3)

4:2. Paul broke tradition with his normal way of writing when he mentioned 
two people by name. Paul called these two women out in a letter that would be 
read to the entire congregation. The argument between these two women was 
significant and perhaps one of the reasons there was disunity in the church. 
Paul did not single out one of the women as the instigator but treated them 
equally and appealed to their relationship with the Lord as further encour-
agement to settle the argument. He also wanted them to rely on the Lord for 
strength and forgiveness toward one another. Paul’s encouragement was not 
to agree to disagree but rather to agree together on the issue. This would re-
quire each woman putting the interests of the other women ahead of her own.

4:3. Paul asked another person to help settle the argument. Paul was ob-
viously concerned about what this argument between the two women was 
doing to the church. The unity of the church was so important to Paul that 
he did not want to leave this matter to chance or simply rely on these two 
women to work it out. He wanted the entire church to hold these women 
accountable to agree with one another.

He exhorted these women to work things out then he commended them 
for their work in sharing the gospel. Paul loved these two women and was 
grateful for the part they played in his ministry. He knew them well and did 
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not want to see these women divided against one another, which would hin-
der their work. Clement, another coworker with Paul, is mentioned. Not much 
is known about Clement other than the fact Paul respected him and held him 
in high esteem. Clement was another member of the Philippian church.

According to Paul, these three people along with other co-worker’s names 
are written in the book of life. The book of life was “a traditional title of honor 
frequently used in Jewish literature for the people of God who have suffered 
persecution but have nevertheless remained faithful” (NIV Application Com-
mentary: Philippians).

A Plea to Stay Focused (4:4-9)

4:4. Paul wrote four admonitions in this section: rejoice, let your reasonable-
ness be known to everyone, do not be anxious, and let your requests be known 
to God. The response of Christians to the trouble they faced was based in kind-
ness. Paul wanted them to respond to persecution in the strength of the Lord. 
Most people respond to their enemies with revenge and retaliation. Paul again 
appealed to his readers strength in the Lord. He did not want them to respond 
as most humans, but as people who trust in the Lord. He knew worry would 
rob them of strength and joy. Rejoice is the opposite of fear and worry. In light 
of all the things that could cause anxiety in his readers, Paul wanted them to 
develop a habit of rejoicing. Paul understood they could rejoice always because 
their joy was not dependent on circumstances. Their joy was founded in their 
relationship with God, and He would never change nor forsake them.

4:5. Another term for reasonableness is gentleness. Paul was a living exam-
ple of how to respond to one’s enemies with gentleness. His gentleness was 
not founded in weakness but rather in Christ. Paul, like Christ, refused to 
respond to his enemies the same way they treated him. This response like the 
response of rejoicing is possible because of Christ.

4:6. Many things can cause a person to become anxious. This word is often 
used in relation to persecution, which can definitely cause anxiety. Paul then 
gave the Philippian Christians a strategy for not getting anxious. The strate-
gy is prayer. He wanted his readers to tell God in a prayer all the things that 
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caused them to be anxious. Nothing was off limits. First Peter 5:6-7 states, 
“Humble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God so that at the 
proper time he may exalt you, casting all your anxieties on him, because he 
cares for you.” Supplication means request. Paul also told them to pray and 
request things of God and to ask with a thankful heart. In the midst of perse-
cution, they could be thankful because God was with them. The persecution 
might not stop but God would stay with them and provide for them.

4:7. This verse gives the result of making one’s requests known to God, the 
peace of God would be activated in that person’s life. The peace of God serves 
as a fortress over a Christian’s heart and mind. Peace stands in direct con-
trast to anxiety. God’s peace passes all understanding because the normal 
response to all these Christians experienced is anxiety. However, they would 
experience peace if they followed Paul’s advice. This peace would allow his 
readers to live a life worthy of the gospel as he encouraged in chapter 1:27-30.

4:8. Paul instructed his readers the first thing they should do to battle anx-
iety is pray. The second thing they should do is focus their minds on positive 
things. Paul wanted them to develop a habit of praying and of thinking the 
right things. The list of things to think on is not unique to Paul. These lists 
exist in other ancient literature. Paul did not want the church to become cyn-
ical toward society. God created everything, even those things outside of the 
church. Much of the world the Philippian Christians lived in was hostile to-
ward them, but there was also a lot of good.

4:9. Paul knew that the only way his readers would experience the peace of 
God was if they knew the God of peace. Just hearing or knowing these virtues 
would not be enough for the Philippians to experience peace. They needed to 
put them into practice. They could put them into practice by following Paul’s 
teaching and his example.

Focusing on the Meaning

If any Bible character had a right to worry it was the apostle Paul. After his 
conversion to Christ on the road to Damascus, Paul was beaten, stoned, 
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thrown in prison, and shipwrecked, just to name a few of his adverse experi-
ences. Serving God caused emotional and physical pain for Paul. Yet, he wrote 
that Christians should not worry. Worry is one thing that can rob a Christian 
of joy. A Swedish Proverb states—“Worry gives a small thing a big shadow.” 
The original word for worry means to put one’s hands on the neck and stran-
gle. That is exactly what worry does, it chokes the life out of us.

Paul’s response to worry was basically don’t worry, pray. The reality is most 
of the things we worry about never come true. Praying helps put our focus on 
God and not on our circumstances. When we are stressed, it is helpful to talk 
to someone about what is causing us stress. God will listen and He will inter-
vene. He encouraged his readers to exchange their worries for communication 
with God. God said in Isaiah, “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, nei-
ther are your ways my ways” (Isaiah 55:8). Paul highlighted the importance of 
trusting God for every area of our lives. Instead of worrying about everything, 
pray about everything. He wrote that we should pray with thanksgiving. He 
made it clear we should pray with thanksgiving as we make our requests, even 
before God answers our prayers. Yes, we should thank God for answering our 
prayers, but we should also thank God in advance for what He is going to do 
and thank Him for His presence in our lives during difficult times. Praying this 
way will remind us God is in control even when things seem chaotic. Accord-
ing to Paul, we will experience the peace of God. God’s peace guards our hearts 
or emotions, so they do not cause us to worry, and it guards our minds, so we 
do not doubt God’s love or His sovereignty in our situation.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Email or call the class ahead of time and ask each person to watch for 
non-political articles in local newspapers, magazines, blogs, or other 
digital articles that cause anxiety, stress, or worry. Ask them to bring 
the articles with them to class. Invite a few to share their findings with 
the class when you meet. Then discuss the following:

   a. What in this article causes worry?
   b. What underlying fears prompt this anxiety?
   c. How should Christians evaluate the stress of this situation.

 2. Open with a word of prayer. Ask God to help us trust Him with the sit-
uations described in the articles.

 3. Introduce the lesson by explaining there were things that caused worry 
and stress in Paul’s day. We will look at how Paul handled anxiety and 
the guidance that he gave to us to avoid worry.

Guide Bible Study

 4. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:1-3. Using the “Bible Comments” 
in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Compare 
and contrast the different uses for the word, “heart.” Discuss the im-
portance of relationships, evaluating both Paul’s relationship with the 
Philippians and the relationships within your class. Analyze the conflict 
surrounding Euodia and Syntyche, considering both what the text says 
and what it fails to tell us. Talk about the importance of unity in the 
body or family of the church. Lead the class to consider the following 
discussion questions from the Study Guide:
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   a.  What makes living with others joyous? What makes it challeng-
ing?

   b.  What are the essentials of faith that bind us? How do we keep 
from letting secondary things divide us?

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:4-7. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about why Paul repeated himself about the importance of joy. Compare 
and contrast the joy of the Lord with the joy of the world. Talk about the 
value of gentleness and how such “fruit” comes out of God’s presence 
with us. Talk about the importance of being thankful in our prayers. 
Evaluate common prayer practices. Ask the class to consider the follow-
ing discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  When in life is it most difficult for you to rejoice? How do you re-
joice in the Lord even in these most difficult circumstances?

 6. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:8-9. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Com-
pare and contrast our thoughts (mind) and our emotions (heart). Talk 
about ways we receive thoughts through our senses. Evaluate how to 
prevent thoughts from taking root in our minds. Review Paul’s list of 
attributes that we should use to discern good thoughts. Consider how 
to avoid “stinking thinking.” Ask the class to consider the following dis-
cussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  What does it mean to pray with both petition and thanksgiving? 
Why are both necessary to find the peace of God?

   b.  Which of the attributes of our thought life stand out to you in 
verse eight? What do you do to replace bad thoughts with healthy 
ones?

 7. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “Meditation” from the 
Study Guide. Discuss de Sales’ stages. Spend time talking about percep-
tions of meditation. Provide a testimony about the benefits of medita-
tion in your own life.
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Encourage Application

 8. End the class by talking about the value of having counselors, mentors, 
and therapists in our lives to guide us in our Christian journey. Talk 
about how to seek out guidance from those that have a strong walk with 
Christ and will guide by biblical principles. Evaluate the sidebar enti-
tled, “Seeking Christian Therapy” from the Study Guide. Consider the 
benefits listed.

 9. Invite members of the class to consider what they are worried about and 
how they can trust God with these worries. Close with prayer, thanking 
God for the Spirit, our ultimate Counselor (John 16:1-15).
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Make a list on a marker board, chalkboard, or poster board of current 
worries in your life, church, or community. Add additional concerns in 
America or around the world. Talk about what causes these worries. Ex-
plain the nature of fear. Evaluate how to trust in the Lord rather than 
let these worries take root in our lives. Explain that today’s lesson will 
center on the joy we have in the Lord and not letting fear rob us of that 
joy. (A copy of this assignment is available in “Teaching Resource Items” 
for this study at www.baptistwaypress.org.)

Guide Bible Study

 2. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:1-3. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about the encouraging terms Paul used to describe the Philippians: his 
joy and his crown. Evaluate how these “prizes” tie into being united. 
Consider the skirmish going on with Euodia and Syntyche. Talk about 
how Paul both praises them and seeks to correct them. Express concern 
over the way petty differences can cause division.

 3. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Meditation” from the Study Guide. 
Share about the importance of getting into the right frame of mind 
when addressing conflict. Talk through the four stages listed. Explain 
that meditation is centering on God, His Word, and His attributes.

 4. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:4-7. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Using 
the list of the fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5:22-23, talk through how 
such virtues are developed in our lives as Christians. Discuss how the 
soul is the place where decisions are reached based on our thoughts and 
feelings. Talk through what it means to guard our hearts and minds in 
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Christ Jesus. Consider how Satan attacks us at these points and how we 
can find safety in the Lord when attacked.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:8-9. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Fo-
cus on how central our thoughts are to who we are as people (Proverbs 
23:7). Using Paul’s list of attributes, evaluate how to filter our thoughts. 
Discuss what to do if we have bad or unwholesome thoughts. Consider 
how we can strive to have the mind of Christ (Philippians 2:5).

Encourage Application

 6. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Seeking Christian Therapy” from the 
Study Guide. Talk about how valuable it is to have trained, Christian 
therapists, counselors, and mentors in our lives. Consider the listed 
benefits.

 7. Distribute a notecard to each person in the class. Ask them to write 
down one thing they are worrying over right now. Encourage them to 
walk through the passage covered today with this worry in mind. Fo-
cusing heart, soul, and mind, encourage them to trust God with the 
concern(s) they have. Close the class in a prayer, thanking God for the 
way He cares for us as His children.
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Bible Comments

Understanding the Context

Paul wrote to his young protégé Timothy, on the issue of contentment in 1 
Timothy 6:6-19. Paul understood the importance of being content because 
he had learned to be content in all circumstances. He knew a few things about 
contentment because he had experienced wealth and poverty, fame and criti-
cism, abundance and hunger. In all circumstances, however, he continued on 
to advance the gospel and bring glory to God. Paul’s experiences allowed him 
to write the Christians in Philippi on the same subject and show gratitude to 
them for their participation in meeting his physical and financial needs. He 
obviously did not worry about having his needs met, he was confident God 
would provide, but he was grateful to people who gave to support him.

Paul appealed to common sense in chapter 6:6-10 of his first letter to 
Timothy. He did not point to Jesus as his contentment, but pointed out that 
a life set on gaining material possessions and wealth would end in disap-
pointment. The truth is we bring nothing into the world and we can’t take 
anything with us into the next. In verse 11, he pointed Timothy to the fact 
that Jesus does provide contentment and he encouraged Timothy not to fo-
cus on gaining treasures on Earth but to focus on the things of God like righ-
teousness, godliness, endurance, and love. He compared Timothy’s calling to 
a fight. His reference to a fight was an athletic fight, not a military fight. He 
encouraged Timothy to flee the things of the world and pursue the things 
of God. Paul’s words painted the picture of a person escaping from evil and 
running after what is good.

Paul reminded Timothy that he had eternal life because of his confession 
about Jesus Christ. Timothy belonged to Jesus, the giver of life, therefore, he 
could pursue the higher things of God.
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Interpreting the Scriptures

Learn to be Content (4:10-12)

4:10. Paul began this section with a word of implicit thanks to the Philippian 
Christians and their support of him and their financial gifts. He echoed again 
the importance of rejoicing always. He pointed first to God as the provider of 
all things then he acknowledged that God used the Philippians to supply his 
needs. He shared his appreciation three times in this section, verses 10, 14, 
and 18. He did not write why the church was not able to help him until this 
point. He was not trying to make them feel guilty, rather he knew they were 
concerned although they were not able to show it.

4:11-12. Paul wrote this letter and his thoughts on contentment from a 
prison cell. He did not focus on himself or his current need, rather he focused 
on the care he received from Christ and the Philippians’ care for him. He 
was not boasting about his understanding of contentment in these verses, 
he was simply stating a fact. Paul was in a difficult situation, but his words 
demonstrated his consistent attitude expressed in his letter to the church in 
Rome, “And we know that for those who love God all things work together 
for good, for those who are called according to His purpose” (Romans 8:28). 
Paul understood well that even in prison or suffering in other ways, God was 
in control and aware of his circumstances. Regardless if he was in need or he 
had plenty, he had seen God work in his life in the past, and he knew God was 
working on his behalf as he wrote this letter.

Non-believers in Paul’s day used the word contentment to mean self-suf-
ficiency. People admired those who could find contentment in themselves. It 
was a valued attribute considered to be a sign of a wise person. Paul knew he 
could not find contentment in himself.

Learn Where to Find Strength (4:13-17)

4:13. This is one of the most famous verses in the Bible. It also may be one 
of the most misinterpreted verses. Paul was not pointing to his own strength 
and he was not stating he could do anything he wanted in life. Paul’s con-
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tentment came from his relationship with Christ. Christ enabled him to find 
strength in any situation. Paul was not preoccupied with his situation; he was 
preoccupied with Jesus. Paul knew Christ; therefore, he could be content in 
any situation. He did not rely on his own strength, resolve, or resources. He 
depended on Jesus. He did not focus on what he did not have; he focused on 
what he had in Christ. Paul knew he deserved death because of his sin so he 
was grateful for forgiveness and eternal life he had in Christ. Suffering in a 
time of need did not cause him to fear. Paul wanted his readers to think the 
same way about their circumstances.

4:14. Paul knew his strength came from Christ, but he was grateful for hu-
man support. Christians know that strength and help come from the Lord, 
but we also know He uses people to provide for our needs. Paul showed his 
appreciation and let the church know they did a good thing helping him. Paul 
must have felt lonely in prison, and he was encouraged by their contact and 
their gift. Sure, Paul would be content even if he had not received their gift, 
but Paul was human. It is nice to know people care and are willing to express 
their concern with words and gifts. Paul had partners in the ministry, he was 
not left to do the work alone.

4:15-17. Paul was concerned his readers may not sense his gratitude, so he 
reminded them of a time in the past when they supported him when no one 
else showed support. Paul wrote that he was not after their money, but he 
was grateful for it. This sounded harsh and ungrateful; however, Paul’s main 
concern was for his fellow Christians in Philippi. The phrase, “credited to your 
account” (NIV) is a banking term. It carries the idea of gaining interest. One 
day every Christian will account for his or her life. Their generosity would 
be viewed as a credit. Jesus said, “Lay up for yourselves treasures in heav-
en, where neither moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in 
and steal” (Matthew 6:20). Another reason Paul rejoiced at their generosi-
ty was their gift showed maturity. It was evidence they were experiencing 
spiritual growth demonstrated by their partnership in advancing the gospel. 
Paul could tell God was completing His work that He began in the Philippian 
Christians.
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Learn to Sacrifice (4:18-20)

4:18. Paul changed his terminology to reflect the Old Testament sacrificial 
system. Their gift to Paul was a gift to God. The writer of Hebrews reinforced 
this idea, “Through him then let us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise 
to God, that is, the fruit of lips that acknowledge his name. Do not neglect to 
do good and to share what you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to God” 
(Hebrews 13:15-16). Paul called their gift a fragrant offering, an acceptable 
sacrifice, invoking images of altar sacrifices made to please God. He assured 
them God noticed their generosity. God was not only pleased; Paul wrote how 
God would respond to their sacrifice.

4:19-20. Paul promised God would meet all of their needs. He meant God 
would meet their physical needs, financial needs, and spiritual needs. Per-
haps the greatest need God would supply was the ability for the Philippian 
Christians to be content in any circumstance. Paul concluded this letter with 
a doxology of praise to God. This statement focused again on the reason Paul 
ministered and endured all he had in life. It was all for the glory of God. It is 
the same reason the Philippian Christians gave financially to support Paul’s 
ministry; for the glory of God. Praising God puts everything in order. We 
focus on God, He provides strength, we help advance His Kingdom without 
fear or reservation.

A Final Greeting (4:21-23)

Paul concluded this letter in a way that at first sounds routine. However, he 
mentioned others in God’s family sent greetings, especially those who belong 
to Caesar’s household. This addressed any tension the Philippians felt about 
their status as citizens of Rome and their allegiance to Jesus. Paul settled 
their concern when he made them aware some of Caesar’s staff had accepted 
the gospel. It also served as a reminder that not even Rome and all its might 
could stop the spread of the gospel.
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Focusing on the Meaning

Contentment is a wonderful thing to possess. God developed Paul’s content-
ment by allowing him to experience the good, the bad, and the ugly of life. 
Before he accepted Christ, Paul had fortune and fame and people feared him. 
After following Christ, Paul experienced hunger, poverty, physical abuse, and 
persecution. He learned not to find his strength from what he possessed but 
rather from the One who possessed him. Prosperity is nice, but it does not 
teach us how to handle adversity. In addition, as Paul understood well, wealth 
can quickly disappear. If a person puts his or her hope in material posses-
sions, if those things are taken away, that person can lose all hope.

Paul knew he could endure any hardship because God was on his side. 
He had already endured so much, this prison sentence he was serving while 
writing this letter did not scare him. God, not Paul’s strength, was the rea-
son Paul overcame all of those hardships. He also knew he served a higher 
purpose. Although Paul’s enemies could lock up his physical body, they could 
not stop Paul’s mission; giving glory to God. Paul also gained strength know-
ing he was not carrying out this mission alone. The gift from the Philippian 
Christians not only met his financial needs, it boosted his morale. God used 
his partners in Philippi to give him strength to carry on. God uses other be-
lievers to remind Christians they are not victims of circumstances, but they 
are victorious over all things. Paul not only received encouragement from the 
church, he took time to return the favor and encourage them. Encouraged 
people know how to encourage.
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Teaching Plans

DISCOVERY PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Before class begins draw a body outline (or trace someone) on a large 
roll of paper. Hang up the body outline in the classroom. As class mem-
bers arrive, encourage them to come to the silhouette and to write 
something that would signify that this person is well. Provide markers 
for the class to use and write descriptions in the diagram. These descrip-
tions might have to do with the person’s wellness in their heart, soul, 
mind, and/or body. After everyone has had an opportunity to contrib-
ute, return them to their seats and begin the class by discussing the 
following:

   a. Would a person that has these things be considered “well?”
   b.  Are there important things missing that this person might need to 

be “well?”
   c. Are any of these things non-essential for wellness?

 2. Explain that today’s lesson is on how to be well even when circumstanc-
es are tough. Overview previous lessons and Paul’s current circumstanc-
es as he writes from prison. Encourage the class to consider their own 
wellness as you go through the lesson, today.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:10-13. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Com-
pare and contrast “joy” that centers on our own desires/needs being 
met versus meeting the desires/needs of others. Focus on the way Paul 
was content, personally, but eager to serve the needs of others. Evaluate 
how Philippians 4:13 is oftentimes used outside of this context. Talk 
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about ways we can find contentment in our lives. Lead the class to con-
sider the following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  Define contentment. When is it hardest to reach a point of con-
tentment?

   b.  At times, how have we misused Philippians 4:13, out of context, 
for our own aspirations?

 4. Take some time to discuss the sidebar entitled, “Finding Contentment,” 
from the Study Guide. Consider the steps provided and how they might 
aid you in having greater contentment.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:14-20. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. 
Talk about the relationship between the Philippians and Paul. Evalu-
ate how they had supported him in the past and how they desired to 
do so again. Consider what mission organizations your church or class 
supports. Discuss the importance of showing compassion to others in 
their times of need. Engage the class in a discussion of the interwoven 
nature of our relationships with God and others. Contemplate how we 
can “please” God through serving and supporting others. Ask the class 
to consider the following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  Think of a recent time when you found joy through sharing in 
someone else’s troubles. What gave you joy?

   b.  Describe the difference between needs and wants. Why does God 
always supply our “needs” but oftentimes not our wants?

 6. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:21-23. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Com-
pare and contrast the way Paul ended his letter and our normal practice 
of concluding a note. Discuss the value of a written letter, even today. 
Consider the various people Paul sent greetings to and how he was mak-
ing inroads with the gospel, even in Caesar’s household. Ask the class to 
consider the following discussion questions from the Study Guide:

   a.  Consider Paul’s imprisonment. What challenges do you think he 
faced to be joyous?
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   b.  Paul continued to go to great lengths to connect with others, even 
in a very challenging time in his life. Who might God want you to 
reach out and connect with this week?

Encourage Application

 7. Divide up the class into small groups of three or four people. Encourage 
them to read the sidebar entitled, “The Prayer of Jabez,” from the Study 
Guide. Ask them to reflect on the prayer in 1 Chronicles 4:10, to consid-
er the prayer requests listed in the sidebar of the Study Guide, and then 
to pray for each other in these specific ways.
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DISCUSSION PLAN

Connect With Life

 1. Make two columns on a marker board, chalkboard, or poster board. 
Summarize the story behind the hymn, “It is Well with my Soul.” On the 
top left column write, “The World’s Response.” On the top right column 
write, “Christian’s Response.” Write ways that the world would respond 
to a tragedy such as Spafford’s loss in the left column. Then, in the right 
column write ways Christians should respond. Note there will likely be 
some similarities and some distinctives in the two columns.

 2. Explain that today, we will evaluate how to live in such a way that we 
can say “it is well with my soul” even in very difficult circumstances.

Guide Bible Study

 3. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:10-13. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
about the difference of self-centered living and self-less living. Consider 
the value of Epaphroditus and his friendship with Paul. Discuss the val-
ue of true friends who are with you during hard times. Define content-
ment. Consider how Paul was content even in the midst of being falsely 
accused and imprisoned.

 4. Summarize the sidebar entitled, “Finding Contentment,” from the 
Study Guide. Consider the steps suggested and add additional com-
ments about how to be content in all things.

 5. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:14-20. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Talk 
through the value of having personal connections, especially during 
tragedy. Evaluate how the Philippians supported Paul in his time of 
need, and how Paul ministered to them. Discuss the importance of ex-
pressing gratitude to others that encourage us. Consider when words 
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are appropriate and when actions must accompany those words. Ex-
plain how we can participate in mission work around the world through 
praying, giving, and going.

 6. Enlist a volunteer to read Philippians 4:21-23. Using the “Bible Com-
ments” in the Teaching Guide, give a brief overview of this section. Con-
sider Paul’s focus, even when mistreated. He continued to share the gos-
pel and to connect with people. Discuss how God used Paul’s arrest and 
trip to Rome to extend the gospel, as far as Caesar’s own household. Ask 
the class to consider the lengths they go to share their faith with others.

Encourage Application

 7. Read 1 Timothy 6:6-7. Looking back at the lists on the board and re-
flecting on Spafford’s painful experiences, draw some final conclusions 
about the “gain” God brings to us when we suffer. Discuss the relation-
ship between godliness and contentment, which leads to greater com-
passion and connection with people.

 8. Ask the class to consider someone they know who needs to hear the 
gospel. Give some personal time to pray for those that come to mind. 
Close the class in a prayer thanking God that He uses challenges in our 
lives for His kingdom and asking Him to remind us that wellness comes 
to our souls as we seek the Lord more and more in our lives.
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Prayer for Pure Joy
“Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and suppli-
cation with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the 
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and 
your minds in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:6-7, ESV).

Father,

“This is the day you have made, I will rejoice and be glad in it.” My heart over-
flows with joy when I consider Your loving-kindnesses toward me, a wretched 
sinner, without hope, until Your great mercy reached down to forgive me 
of my sin and reconcile me to You, through the precious blood of Jesus, my 
Savior.

Lord, blessed are those who keep Your statutes. Do not let me wander from 
Your Word, but may I treasure Your Word in my heart and meditate on it day 
and night. Strengthen me, O God, to walk in Your righteous ways, striving for 
holiness and seeking You with all of my heart. Living Spirit of God, permeate 
my innermost being in such a powerful way that there is no room for any 
other god to occupy the throne of my heart.

I bring my requests before You this day, and I wait expectantly. Lord, my 
heart overflows with gratefulness and thankfulness, and my soul will trust 
in You alone. I agree with the Psalmist when he said, “Those who know your 
name put their trust in you, for you, O Lord, have not forsaken those who 
seek you” (Psalm 9:10).

Lord, I choose to put my confidence in You and relish the blessings You have 
bestowed on me this day. Give me power by Your Spirit to live abundantly, 
joyfully, and obediently today, no matter what the circumstances are around 
me. Lord, I proclaim that You are my rock, my fortress, my deliverer, and my 
strength forever and ever.

In the strong name of Jesus, Amen

DLB
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